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Honorable Harry Flood Byrd
United Stales Senate

Washington, D. C.

, ^ ^ My dear Senator:

The copy ot^Baea and Reason" by

Carleton Putnam was received on April 24, and I did ^
want to **md you thiw personal note expressing lay

appreciation for your thouffetfulntaa in sem&ng it to

me*

Sincerely yours,

J- Edgar Hoover
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n&mNOTE: Bufiles contain no identifiable Mormation regspding

James £. Simpson. With respect to Public Affairs I§J|s0,
that SA Kemper talked to a Jerry Blue in August, 195% regaapltg a fei®k

on Washington, D. C. , in which Blue asked for pMtret of th^^weak.
When asked what the book was about tee was very vague* In ot ferf
questionable reeerd of this organarzatiora, Mr. Toison mi@&, *

shouldn't have anything to dq with this ©jiili, " to 0^mk the ©Iractor n<

M
I agree H. TT Bufiles reflect we have hada very frieaa*

relationship with Senator Byrd.
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Mr. To! son

-^Mr. Parsons

Mr. Mohr

Mr. Belmont

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad _

OFFICE OF DIRECTOR

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA1

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

April 24, 1961

XT
The attachedjDOok "Race And
Reason; A Yankee View" by

Carjgton Putnam was sent to the

Director, from Public Affairs Press, Mr. Tavei

Washington 3, D. C. <
%

,

The FBI is mentioned on page 99.

Mr. Evans_

Mr. Mai one.

Mr. Rosen-

Mr. Trotter

Mr. Jones

Mr. W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room

Mr. Ingram,

liss Holmes
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Because I believe this book to be of

exceptional importance, I urge it upon

your immediate attention. It is sent to you

with the compliments of the North-South

Council, James E. Simpson, Chairman,

P, O. Box 5554, Friendship Station, Wash-

ington 16, D, C, out of funds contributed

by people in both the North and the South.

Harry F. Byrd,

United States Senator
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JjBLfC AFFAIRi PRiSf^*
419 NEW JERSEY AVE., S.E. WASHINGTON 3, D. C.

lloOKS: THIS PARCEL MAY BE OPENED

FOR INSPECTION IF NECESSARY

The l^orable J* Edgar Hoover

Director; Federal Bureau of Investigation,

Department of Justice ffoild^ng

Washington 25, D*. C» v ^ritt
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVEld^^r

Memorandum
TO

FROM :

subject:

Mr. Ro date; July 24, 1961

Boo K R^mvitf

BOOK REVIEW
'RACE AND REASON" BY
CARLETON PUTNAM

Tolson

Belmont

Mohr

Callahan

Conrad

DeLoach
Evans

Malone

Rosen
Sullivan —
Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room
Ingram

Gandy

The author, who stresses his northern background,
presents his analysis of the viewpoints of the North and South
with regard to the relationship between the white and Negro races*

The author, who leaves no doubt as to his own opposition
to integration, indicates that the northern point of view is strongly
influenced by what he terms modern equalitarian anthropology - a
school which holds that all races are currently equal in their
capacity for culture and that existing inequalities of status are due
solely to inequalities of opportunity. He states that in the school
desegregation cases the authorities cited by the Supreme Court in
its opinion, and which in a large measure appear to form the founda-
tion of the court's decision, reflect a point of view rooted in
modern equalitarian anthropology. His stated opinion is that two
generations of Americans have been victimized by a pseudo-scientific
hoax in^this field, that this hoax is part of an equalitarian
propaganda typical of the left-wing overdrift of our times, and
tlfat it-ravill not stand an informed judicial test.

The author states:
n r

c' "There is no basis in sound science for the assumption,
. promoted by various minority groups in recent decades, that
all Trices are biologically equal in their capacity to advance,
or etfgn to sustain, what is commonly called Western civiliza-
tion. They most emphatically are not.

) -„

"The Negro race has various and valuable qualities. In
those great attributes of the heart - sympathy and kindness -

and in a sense of humor - the average Negro, taken as an
individual, is fully on a par with the average white. In
certain skills the Negro ranks above the white. If I were
lost in an African jungle, my life might depend on the talents
of a Negro. In other qualities of mind and; character,
qualities specially involved in our Western civilization, the
full-blooded Negro is congenially only partially adaptable

rUw-^gwwa ceheioee] GXgasga^Ha M^^ i

1 - Book Review Control Desk L/C*$$r$r~fSh

\ W 6 AUG 1 1961

62-46855
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Memorandum to Mr* Rosen
RE: BOOK REVIEW

Putnam supports the view that school integration is
social integration, and social integration means an ever increasing
rate of interbreeding. He asserts that the interbreeding of two
superior breeds may or may not produce an improvement in human
beings but that crossing a superior breed with an inferior breed,
which he considers the Negro race, can only pull the superior down.
He states that all the evidence of history points to retrogression
where white and black integrate.

Putnam contends that the Negro race is inferior in its
culture, moral standards and intelligence. Putnam makes reference
to a published report of 1958, summarizing the results of 40 years
of intelligence tests involving whites and Negroes. It was found,
according to the report, that Negroes regularly score below whites
and he supports the conclusion reached in the survey that the
regularity and consistency of the results strongly imply a racial
basis for these differences. The author also, in further support
of his contention that the Negro race is inferior, makes reference
to the lack of progress on the part of the Negro race when left on
its own as evidenced by the lack of progress in such places as
Africa and Haiti.

The author expresses the belief that the Negro should be
given every reasonable chance of achieving social and cultural
adaptation through equal education in his own schools and by every
community effort that does not involve pulling down the white race.
He states it does not follow, however, that he believes the average
Negro capable of achieving it within ia any time limits that could
have a practical bearing on the present racial controversy. He
suggests that the best solution to the problem may be -permanent
voluntary segregation through pride in one's own race, Negro as well as

white. He supports the view that the Negro should be taught that
he has customs, background, consciousness and fundamental character-
istics of his own and that he must develop these or else cease to
exist as an ethnical identity in America. Putnam denies that he
preaches a doctrine of white supremacy in any sense of domination,
exploitation or violence. He states that he advocates at doctrine
of white leadership based on proved achievement. In reply to a
request for a few points to stress in an effort to make northerners
realize the situation in the South, the author says:

- 2 -
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Memorandum to Mr. Rosen
RE; BOOK REVIEW

"The whole matter can really be put in a nutshell:
a gullible, trusting nation has been misled by various
minority groups with their own self-interest at stake
into believing that Negroes have an inborn capacity for
Western civilization equal to the white race* This has
caused the North and the Supreme Court to feel morally
justified in forcing the South to risk what amounts to
social integration with the Negro. The facts are that
the Negro does not have the aforesaid inborn capacity and
that social integration with him invariably produces
deterioration in any white civilization that tries it.
Thus it is not the South which. is committing a moral crime
against the Negro in maintaining segregation, but the North
which is committing a moral crime against the South in
forcing integration.

"Let me also put the broader problem in a nutshell
if I can: The minority groups in question have sown
their seed in soil made fertile by the left-wing overdrift
of our times. This overdrift has other manifestations.
We see it in declining moral standards, in disrespect for
distinction and authority, in juvenile delinquency, in the
sordid content of literature and the drama, in the appeal
of public leaders for votes instead of principles, in the
ascendancy everywhere of quantity over quality, in a rising
crime rate, in excessive government partiality to labor
unions, in the careless workmanship and lack of discipline
of the labor force, in the disappearance of the servant class
and the resultant waste of higher energies upon domestic
duties, in punitive taxation, in the appeasement of evil
and lawlessness among men and nations, and in many other
aspects of life.

"It is an overdrift which sources in one colossal
error of fact. There is no such thing as equality in nature.

"As is plainly evident, there is no such thing as
equality among men. (I acknowledge many men as superior
to me, and I mean superior, not simply different.) To
contradict this obvious fact is to set in motion a hornet's

- 3 -
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Memorandum to Mr # Rosen
RE: BOOK REVIEW

nest of evils and to corrupt humanity as a whole* In
the United States both the effect of the overdrift and
the influence of minorities have been accentuated by the
cultural mixing which has taken place since the 1880' s,
particularly in the urban Northeast and North, which are
centers of cultural dissemination for the rest of the
country, and in which the mass media have their roots.

"Against these things, because of the relative
purity of its stocks and traditions, the South is a
bulwark. To save the South from integration is to begin
the saving of the United States from all the manifestations
of equalitarianism and cultural deterioration I have
mentioned #

"

The FBI is mentioned in the book only once on page 99 and
that indirectly with regard to the arrest of a man named Zborowski
on a charge of perjury growing out of the FBI's investigation of a
Soviet spy ring. His reference to Zborowski, whom he describes as a
research associate in social anthropology at Harvard, is made in
connection with a remark of the author that the Harvard faculty is
not distinguished by the number of conservatives among its members.

(^Bureau file 65-58681 captioned \"Mark Zborowski, Espionage - R
j/\ Perjury" indicates that Zborowski was indicted 4/18/58 for perjury
>
v

J

as a result of Grand Jury testimony in the Jack Soble espionage
I investigation. He was tried and found guilty 11/20/58, On 11/10/59,
J the Oburt of Appeals ordered a retrial,)

- 4 -



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

'UNIT-ED STATES GOVJ ;nt

Memorandum

i Tk/

b6
b7C

TO

FROM

subject:

date: July 18, 1961
Trotter

Tele. Room
Ingram

H, L. Edwards

)K REVIEW -

DSDG^ADDICTIfflr: CRIME OB DISEASE?
IRIM ANlMiNAL REPORTS OF

fijtpr comfnm of the
JERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION (ABA) AND THE
MERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION (AMA) ON ^

fflICS 'AlilCTION

SYNOPSIS

Book publishes joint report of ABA and AHA study. Takes
position drug peddler is menace and deserves strict penalties, but
addict is medical and psychological problem; not legal one; requires
treatment, not punishment* Holds that addicts become criminal in
order to get money to buy illegal drugs and recommends research
looking towards supplying drugs and treatment legally to reduce
crime and effect cures. Committee disagrees with Federal Bureau of
Narcotics punitive approach to addicts; says efforts at enforcement
have failed; most addicts revert to use of drugs after release from
incarceration.

Only one innocuous mention of FBI re arrest data;
mention of Director. /

no

8
o
O

UJ

/

Committee includes; (for ABA) Rufus King, Washington, D.
Chairman, Criminal Law Section, ABA; Hon. Edward S, Dimock, Judge,
U. S. District Court, Southern District, New York; Abe Fortas,
Attorney, Washington, D. C. : (for AMA) Dr. Robert H. Felix, Directof,
National Institute of Mental Health; Dr. Issac Starr, Chairman,
Committee on Narcotic Drugs, National Research Council; C. Joseph
Stetler, Director, Law Division, AMA. Judge Morris Ploscowe of
Brooklyn, New York, was Director of Studies for Committee. Alfred R.
Lindesmith, Psychologist, wrote Introduction of book. Details o# th^se
persons set out in memorandum.

RECOMMENDATION :

None - informative.

1 - Publications rPesk 9 Central Research



SAC, New York

1 - N. P. Calla

i-_W.Co Sulli'

%- Yellow file

2 - Orig & copi

1 - Section tickle^

b6
b7C

Suttler cf
vc.-' v

August 9, 1961

Director, FBI (62-46655)

BOOK BY JOSEPH B^MATTHEWS
PUBLISHED BY THE BOOKMAILER

£>BOOK REVIEWS i
f \

According to the May, 1961, issue of "Mews & Views" (a pamphlet
published monthly by the Matienal Laymen's Council @f the Church League of

America, 1407ffiH Avenue, Wheaton, Illinois, Edgar C. Bundy, editor)

a book by J. B^M^tthMmUM to be published by fee BookMailer, Box 101,

Murray ffiil Station, New York 16, New York.

You should discreetly determine the title of the referenced book
and whether the book has been published. One copy of the book should be
discreetly obtained and forwarded to the Bureau marked to the attention of

the Central Research Section, when available.

NOTE: Following sources checked with negative results concerning publication

data re book: Kann's, Bureau Library, "Books in Print, " Bu Indices, "Publishers*

Weekly, " Book requested by Assistant Director W. C. Sullivan. Book will be
placed in Bureau Library,

AMBrlms'
(8)

Tolson
Belmont

Mohr

Callahan —
Conrad

DeLoach
Evans .

MaJ one

Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room
Ingram

Gandy

MAILED 3i:

AUG 8- 1961

COMM-fBl

MAIL ROOM

is MQ 9 mt
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TELETYPE UNIT
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1 - N. P. Qallahan, 5515 Justice
1 - W. C. )Uivan, 807 RB
1 - V« Eo ^ ;©hl, 625 RB
1 - R. M, settlor 4248 Justice
1 - 624 RB
SAu, Washington Field

1 - Section tickler

^ \ Origiaal and copy
Yellow file copy

August 22, 1961

bo
hlC

Director, FBI (62-46855)

DOMESTIC POLICIES

Captioned book is now available at The Research Institute on the

Sino-Soviet Bloc, 24f2 39th Street, N. W. , Washington 7, D. C. , for $7* 50

a copy (pre-publication price until September).

You should discreetly obtain one copy of the captioned book and
forward it to the Bureau marked to the attention of the Central Research Section,

An order form is enclosed for your convenience.

Enclosure - 1

NOTE: SA V. E. Ruehl, Nationalities Intelligence Section, requests the book
for reference purposes for NES. The book will be retained temporarily in NIS.

AMBrlms
(9)

Tolson
Belmont

Mohr
Callahan

Conrad

DeLoach
Evans
Maione

Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room
Ingram

Gandy MAIL RO

58 AUG 24*35*

MAILEQ 25,

AUG 2 1 1961

COMM-FBF

TELETYPE UNIT

, e AUG 22 1961

J



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
5010-104-01

UNITED STAT

Memo
;ent

n

TO

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-87235)

BOOK BY JOSEPH B. MATTHEWS
PUBLISHED BY THE BOOKMAILER
BOOK REVIEWS

date: 8/23/61

n

ReBulet, 8/9/61.

A telephone call to the Bookmailer, 209 East
34th Street, NYC, on 8/22/61, revealed that J, B.
MATTHEWS is currently working on a small book. There
is no firm date as yet for publication of this work and
no title has been given to it. A Mr. MUNSON at the
Bookmailer advised that if it is published it probably
would not be ready for at least two months.

eg:

ALL

H£f
f

Bureau (62-46855) (RM)
New York (100-87235) (41)

EKD
(3)

rvs

"C V1
; \

: l sep

m- 87

AW 24 1961



1-Mr. Callahan,
f

1-Mr. W.C. Sull

J
sua

1-Section tickler

.
B03-RB' " 2-Original & copy

1-Mr„ Suttler, 4246, Justice£^pYellow file .copy

August 81, 1961

V!

Bimiet^ FBI (62- 46855)

€
BY HA'

/9 BQ0K

s of aiubican ctttofvipir

The captioned 1100k was Bublished reeenlly by la*c©urtU^&§e » "*

and Caum^JBONEpa^ TI%d Aveaue, Hew I©fS IT, Jfew York, M , ^
for $5. 8© a copy.

v ^

You should discreetly obtain one copy of the captioned book

and forward It to the Bureau by routing sUp wadset t© the attention of the

Central Research Section.

NOTE: SA| |Internal Security Section, has requested that the
book be reviewed. After review, the book will be placed in the Bureau Library.
Several bookstores and the Bureau Librarywas checked with negative results
as to availability of book.

This book is one in the Fund for the Republic series on "Communism
in American Life. " *

AMB:bbb^
(9)

Tolson _
Belmont .

Mohr

Callahan

Conrad _
DeLoach
Evans —
Mai one _
Rosen —
Sullivan .

Tavel .

Trotter

Tele. RSom
Ingram

^nndy

MAILED. 31

AUG 3 1 1961

COMM-FBI

jSSSEP' 111961

MAIL ROOM

m si

TELETYPE UNIT

3:

# *

a:

QO0
3ft i.



SAC, New York

Director, FBI (62-46855)

")£fAKE WE BE

1

1

1

1 -I

1

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Suttler

Section tickler

fetHERBE
Omom he

FTheker

August SI, 1061

©are We Be Free? (The meaning of the attempt to outlaw the

Communist Party) is available at the Jefferson Bookshop, 10® last 16

Street, Hew York 3, Mew York, in the paperback edition for $1 a copy.

Yon should discreetly obtain one copy of the captioned book
and forward it to the Bureau by routing slip marked to t<he attention of

the Central Research Section.

NOTE ON YELLOW: SA|
|
Central Research Section,

requests the book for reference purposes.
After the book has served its purpose in CRS,
it will be filed in the Bureau Library. Bureau
Library and Publications Files checked with
negative results as to availability.

AMBrmeh
(9) f

Tolson

REC- 42 6f^&.£^'H3
10 AUG 311961



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

5010-IW

UNITED STATES RNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FRO

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855)

AC, WFO (62-8419)

SUBJECT MMUNIST- CHINA -TODAY:
DOMESTIC- AND FOREIGN POLICIES
BY PETER S. HJrtPANG

C7BOOK REVIEWS^ ~~

'

date: 8/30/61
ATTENTION: CENTRAL
RESEARCH SECTION

\

ReBulet 8/22/61, Instructing WFO to discreetly
obtain one copy of the captioned booki

On 8/29/61, The Research Institute on The Sino-Soviet
Bloc, telephonically advised SA CHARLES B. FINDLEY, Jr., that
the captioned book has not been printed as yet and that it is
expected to be published and available by October 15, 1961.

One copy of the captioned book was ordered by
WFO, by United States Post Office money order, under the WFO
confidential post office box. \

jWashington 10, D. C.

b7D

When the book is received it will be forwarded
to The Central Research Section.

3j- Bureau /«~«-

- WFO"
CBF:ked
(4)

64 SEP
bet-

\



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

ITNITED STATES GOVEI^^]

Memorandum
to

• Mr. DeLoach date: 8-29-61

FROM

*
*• Tele. Room

-~ Ingram .

Gandy

subject: CONDENSATION OF ^C^l
J^"U. E.^BAUGHMANJS IqOK,

IN
"LOOK" MAGAZINE, 9-12-61

The September 12, 1961, issue of "Look" magazine (attached),

I

pages 25-33, contains a condensation of retiring Secret Service Chief U. E.

Baughman ! s book entitled "Presidents in Danger." Following is a resume:

Baughman begins by telling of a would-be assassin1 s plan

to dynamite President Kennedy1 s car on December 11, 1960. According
to Baughman, the madman did not go through with his plot when he saw
Mrs. Kennedy and her two children approach the car in which Kennedy
was sitting. The Secret Service apprehended him a few days later. Baughman

I

mentions some of the security measures, such as sealing manholes along the

inaugural parade route, to protect the President from harm.

He then discusses the Secret Service task of safeguarding

Eisenhower when he went to Korea in 1952 and goes into some detail;®

about the measures taken to keep Eisenhowers departure for this trip

secret. Next he sets forth some of the precautions taken to guard President

Eisenhower while he played golf. Also included is an account of Eisenhower1 s

fainting spell in Afghanistan and the use of an oxygen tank by a Secret Service

man, which action, Baughman :claims, probably saved the President's life.

/

Baughman then discusses Secret Service coverage of President
Truman when he took his morning walks. He also tells of President Truman 1 s

assignment to Secret Service Agents to check on Secretary of Defense 1

Forrestal* s complaint that he was being followed by "foreign-looking men.

"

The Secret Service men found that Forrestal actually was the victim of \j

hallucinations and thus advised President Truman that Forrestal apparently
was having a psychotic breakdown characterized by suicidal features. Baughman
goes into considerable detail on the attempt on President Truman's life on
11-1-50 by two Puerto Rican nationalists. In this regard, he mentions the

heroism of White House officer Leslie Coffelt who, as he was dying, shot and

Enclosure

JVArdgs j

64 SEH2MI

REG- 42

» SEP 1961



• #
Jones to DeLoach Memo
RE: Condensation of U. E. Baughman* s Book

killed one of the assailants* Baughman tells how Secret Service officer Stewart

Stout acted heroically when he held to his station inside Blair House in the

event the^uerto Ricans should get through the front door in their attempt to

reach President Truman,

Baughman concludes by telling of the Secret Service Agent
who inserted himself between President Truman and a barracuda off the

Florida coast. The Secret Service Agent luckily was not attacked by the

killer fish and later indicated he was glad the incident happened since it

proved to be a test of his readiness to make a sacrifice of his life for the

President of the United States.

An inset in this article tells of the incident of the smoking
lectern at President Kennedy 1 s inaugural. Baughman, who saw the smoke,
noted that he thought of halting the inaugural and clearing the stands because

of the danger of fire, but hesitated because of the possibility of panic.

Fortunately, the smoking subsided and the emergency was over.

There was no mention of the FBI in the condensation of

Baughman1 s book.

RECOMMENDATION:

- 2 -



OPTIONAL fOR*i NO. 10

U^TE^STATES GOVERJv^j^NT

Memorandum
TO Mr; W. C. Sulliva^-;

(A

f

date:September 7, 1961

from :

R> w> gmit

subject: THE BLACK BOOK ON RED CHINA
BY EDWARD'HUNTER, 1958"

BOOK REVIEW?
CEMTOL- RESFARCH MATTER

Tolson

Trotter

Tele. Room
Ingram—

—

Gandy

The book is a bitter indictment of Communist China, with a;

v supporting bill of particulars as to why Red China should not be admitted to

\ the United Nations. * The Director' and FBI are not mentioned.

Admission a Mockery

\

Hunter cites Red China's many "crimes against humanity; 11 For

example, chapters are devoted to "Slave Labor, " "Martyred Religion, r?

"Aggression, " "Outlaw Jurisprudence, " "The Smashed Family System, " and

"Brainwashing and Genocide. " la one chapter, "The Red Crime Combine, "

he says that the drug traffic is the main medium by which Red China supports

its operations abroad. To substantiate this view, he quotes General Matthew H.

Ridgway, Commissioner of Narcotics Harry J. Anslinger, and U. S. Ambassador

to Switzerland Henry J. Taylor.
t
8

Hunter points out that the United Nations Charter defines its objectives §
as the furtherance of "fundamental human rights, " support for the "dignity 2
and worth of the human person, " the guarantee of "equal rights of men and o

women and of nations large and small. " He rationalizes that "To fit Red China

into those objectives would make a mockery of them.

"

PM:bbb/maj
(10)

1 - Mr. Belmont

1 - Mr. Mohr
1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Sullivan

1 - Mr. Smith
1 - Mr. Baumgardner
1 -

NOT RECORDED
|84 SEP 12 1961

& SEP 12 1

1 - Section tickler

'4 !/
'

XEROX

SEg 13 1961
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f
Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: THE BLACK BOOK ON RED CHINA
BTETSWXRD'HUNTER, 1958, BOOK REVIEW

Would Misrepresent, Not Represent 600 Million Chinese

The point is made that "Red China, having seized power with the

direct aid and connivance of the international communist network, maintains

itself in power only through the most rigorous and cruelest controls possible.

j
It would not represent the 600 million Chinese people in the U. N. or anywhere

I
else. It could only misrepresent them. IT

Advantage to the Communist Bloc

Hunter says that it would be suicidal to bring the Chinese of the

communist conspiracy into the United Nations, when it is already crippled

by the Soviet bloc ?s cynical abuse of parliamentary procedure; that the result

could only be to hand over additional countries to the communist bloc*

Sponsorship of Book

According to the inside cover, this edition of the book was prepared

1 by Edward Hunter for the Committee of One Million in cooperation with

I International Research on Communist Techniques, Inc.

The Author Referral/Consult

^ Edward Hunter was I

|
He was described by some persons as a

radical; by others, as an anticommunist.
| |

He has written several anticommunist books, as well as a series of articles

which appeared in Counterattack, self- described as containing "facts to

combat communism and those who aid its cause. " (100-350512-866; 118-4047-21)

In testimony before the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee on

July 11, 1961, Hunter was strongly critical of United States psychological

warfare operations. Targets of his criticism were CIA, the U. S, Information

Agency, and the Department of State. (118-4047-22)

The Committee of One Million

The Committee of One Million is self-identified as "against the

admission of Communist China to the United Nations. " Letterhead used by

j
the Secretary of the Committee in March, 1961, lists among the members of

its Steering Committee Senator Paul H. Douglas, Senator Kenneth B. Keating,

|
Representative Francis E. Walter, and Representative Walter H. Judd. Listed

' among the members are numerous United States Senators and Representatives.

-2-



Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: THE BLACK BOOK ON RED CHINA
BY EDWARD HUNTER, 1958,BOOK REVIEW

Referral /Consult

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.

-3-



^oftlONAU FORM NO. 10

united States g^ernment

Memoramdum
TO

FROM

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855)

'SAC, WFO (62-8419)

COMMJNIST CHINA TODAY:
DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN POLICIES
BY PETER S. H. TANG

REVIEWS.,.

date: 9/11/61

ATTENTION: CENTRAL
RESEARCH SECTION

ReWFOlet 8/30/61.

WFO has received a receipt, dated 8/31/61, from the
Research Institute on The Sino-Soviet Bloc for the order of
one copy of the captioned book, which is to be mailed upon
publication. This receipt will be maintained in WFO files.

This receipt was on the letterhead stationery of
the Research Institute on The Sino-Soviet Bloc and was signed
by RICHARD A. HARDOCK ,. Circulation Manager. PETER S. H. TANG
was listed as the Executive Director of this institute and the
following were listed as Trustees:

FREDERICK C. BARGHOORN
Yale University

ROBERT F. BYRNES
Indiana University

THEODORE HSI-EN CHEN
University of Southern California

STANLEY K. HORNBEOC
Washington, D. C.

STEFAN T. POSSONY
Georgetown University

PETER S. H. TANJGO
Georgetown University

- Bureau ,

(1 - \$%-(Rese#AoL /^n-/****)

2 - WFO .

(1 - 105-0- 6 ?Afy

CBF:keh
(2) .
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t #

WFO 62-8419

RICHARD L. WALKER
University of South Carolina

Yuan-Li WU
Marquette Univerisity

Advisors were listed as follows:

GEORGE E. TAYLOR
University of Washington

JOHN A. ARMSTRONG
University of Wisconsin

DAVID T. CATTELL
University of California, L. A.

FRANZ H. MICHAEL
University of Washington

WFO indices are negative regarding RICHARD A. HARDOCK

.

WFO indices disclose thatSTANLEY K. HORNBECK is
possibly identical with the case captioned "STANLEY K. HORNBECK,
Miscellaneous (Information Concerning)" (WFO 62-6233) which
contains Bulet 1/9/50, instructing that Mr. and Mrs. STANLEY
K. HORNBECK, 2139 Wyoming Ave., N. W. , Wash., D. C. , should
not be contacted by Special Agents of this Bureau in the future.
It is to be noted that this individual had advised that he is
personally acquainted with the Director. It is also to be
noted that he was the Director of the Office of Ear Eastern
Affairs* State Dept., when ALGER HISS was Deputy Director of
that office.

STEFAN T. POSSONY is believed identical with the
subject of an investigation captioned "STEFAN THOMAS POSSONY -

AF-148 aka, Stefan Ernst Thomas Possony, Stefan Ernest Possony,
AEA-A" (WFO 116-27355). Also he is possibly identical with
the subject of an investigation captioned "STEPHAN THOMAS
POSSONY aka, Stephan Ernst Possony, Stefan Thomas Possony,

- 2 -



WFO 62-8419

Air Intelligence Specialist, Dept. of the Air Force, Wash., D. €.,
Security of Government Employees" (Bufile 121-23084). Also he
is possibly ifipntiral with the individual mentioned in the re-
port of SAl I dated 6/6/50. at N. Y. , captioned
11 IWA. J

~\ Dr. STEFAN ERNST P0SS0NY,
STEFAN THOMAS POSSONY, STEFAN T. POSSONY, Internal Security
R" (WFO 100-16043, 00:NY 105-1249) (Bufile re is 100-5351).

WFO indices were not searched regarding the above
listed persons who are not listed in the Wash., D. C. area.

The above is furnished for the information of the
Bureau.
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UNITED STATES GOVERj^ENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

subject;

Mr. W. C. Sullivaii

R. W. Smi

date: September 19, 1961

Tolson

Belmont

Mohr

\

a manual for survival, published 1961 by the church
league of america, edgar c. bundy general chairman,

Obook review^; central research matter-

synopsis :

Bundy is professional anticommunist. Church League, of America is,

for all practical purposes, Bundy. This book another self-promotional scheme.
Rehash of old public source material on communism exploited to develop theme:

(1) greatest danger to country from communist sympathizers rather than hard-
core members; (2) public exposure best remedy; (3) exposure is task of House
Committee on Un-American Activities (HCUA) and organisations like Bundy *s.

Sales pitch climaxed by appeal for funds and subscriptions to Bundy *s News ,and

Views. FBI references generally commendatory though FBI called private
detective arm !t of Department of Justice and statement was made, in effect, that i\

it was not the FBI but HCUA which should be given credit for discovering Alger ELL|

Letter from Director to Wayne Murphy (formerly) of National Americanism
emission, American Legion, 3-26-56, reprinted to stress confidential nature ^
M files. Letter appeared in Legion paper "The Firing Line. " Attack on ^

Supreme Court for legal hair-splitting included reference to such FBI cases as ^
those of Ben Gold and Shirley Kremen. Errors include: (1) liberties in para- ,

phrasing Director's statements to give seeming support of argument that primary ^
danger to country is from communist sympathizers and non-members who do the ^
work of the Party; (2) actual communist objectives confused with Party line by £
citing primary objective of communism as cessation of nuclear testing; (3) obsolete

term, "C. I. Rep.

,

11 used; (4) undefined epithets, used to describe persons and 9
organizations suspected of communist connection or aid to cause; (5) unidentified

c

American citizen described as having served as Soviet spy may be Arvid Werner £
Jacobson, jailed in Finland in 1930's. If so, Account factually incorrect in

ways which again emphasize incompetence of self-rgtyied spokesmen on communis^
such as Bundy. .

• s

RECOMMENDATION: , tftCEiAtii >nH^HTT>r*^

1$ %D

CBP:maj/bbb
(11)

1-Mr. Be
I-Mij. JVIohr

-f/Ir'. iuHivan
-Mr. Branigan

1- Section tickler

1-

"TO,
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Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: "A Manual For Survival, Published 1961 By The Church League Of America,
Edgar C. Bundy General Chairman, Book Review, Central Research Matter"

PURPOSE OF MEMO

The purpose of this memo is to furnish a review by Central Research
Section of captioned book*

PUBLISHER

The Church League of America is, for all practical purposes, Edgar C.

Bundy. Bundy is a professional anticommunist who, by writings, lecture tours,

seminars, and other promotional schemes, is attempting to capitalize on the

menace of communism. His previous book, Collectivism in the^ Churches, as well

as his bulletin, News and Views, and other writings have relied heavily on outdate

public source material and nebulous terms to convey the impression of current

communist affiliation or infiltration on the part of individuals or groups whom he

has singled out for attack. Chief among Bundy »s targets is the National Council

of the Churches of Christ in America with which he has a theological dispute.

THE BOOK

A Manual For Survival professes to be a "Counter-Subversive Study

Course" for use at the local level. It is arranged in the form of lessons with

questions and recommended reading at the end of each chapter. Review reveals

it to be another self-promotional scheme of Bundy and his group. Old public

source materials on communism are exploited to develop the book's theme: (1) the

greatest danger to this country is posed by communist sympathizers rather than

hard-core members; (2) public exposure is the best remedy; (3) exposure is the

job of the House Committee on Un-American Activities (HCUA) and organizations

like Bundy's. In the last chapter, 'What You Can Do, " the sales pitch is brought

to its peak with an appeal for financial contributions and subscriptions to Bundy rs

periodical News and Views. The book bears no data as. to its price and it is not

on sale at principal bookstores in this area.

REFERENCES TO DIRECTOR AND FBI

Over forty references are made to the Director and the FBI. They
are generally commendatory. On page 157, however, which concerned the work
of the FBI and Congressional investigative committees, emphasizing the HCUA !s

function in exposing communism as contrasted with the FBI's limitations in the

field, the FBI was referred to as the private detective arm" of the Department
of Justice. On page 162 it was stated, in effect, that it was not the FBI but the

HCUA which should be credited with discovering,Alger Hiss*

2



Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: ftA Manual For Survival, Published 1961 By The Church League Of America,
Edgar C. Bundy General Chairman, Book Review, Central Research Matter"

An attempt was made to impress the reader with the inaccessibility to

him of FBI file information (and thus to build up the importance of organizations

like Bundy's) by reprinting, on page 160, a letter from the Director to Wayne Murphy
dated 3-26-56 when the latter was Research Director of the National Americanism
Commission of the American Legion. The letter pointed out that it is not within the

prescribed authority of the FBi to issue clearance of any type to individuate or
organizations, and stressed the confidential nature of our files. Permission was
given in the letter to publish it in the American Legion publication, "The Firing

Line, " and it was so published in the April 15, 1956 issue, thus passing into the

public domain. Attempt was made to discredit Central Intelligence Agency as a
possible source, or so it appeared, with the statement on page 44 of the book that

Inspector General Lyman Kirkpatrick of that Agency "does not know very much
about communism. M The reason given was a statement by Kirkpatrick in April,

1961, to the effect that poverty and intolerable social conditions breed communism,
which, according, to the book, is a fallacy.

Chapter VI is devoted to an attack against the Supreme Court for

allegedly aiding the communist cause with legal hair-splitting. On page 71 it was
stated with reference to the Ben Gold case: ffThe Supreme Court had little trouble

finding a microscopic flaw in the otherwise carefully prepared case. While Gold

was on trial, the FBI innocently contacted three jurors seeking some information

on an entirely unrelated case. The FBI did not know that the three interviewed

people were jurors. The Supreme Court deemed this an 'unwarranted intrusion

into the privacy of the jury' and by a four to three majority ordered a new trial.

The government threw up its hands in helpless disgust and announced it was
dropping further prosecution. " On page 74, the case of Shirley Kremen, accused

of harboring communist fugitives (Thompson and Steinberg) was cited to show the

lengths to which the Supreme Court would go in challenging the admissibility of

evidence seized by FBI.

LIBERTIES TAKEN IN PARAPHRASING DIRECTOR'S STATEMENTS

On April 22, 1954, the Director addressed the Congress of the Daughters

of the American Revolution at Washington, D. C. Included in his remarks was this

statement, as shown in the transcript of his address, page 2, paragraph 4:

"The pseudo liberal can be more destructive than the known
Communist because of the esteem which his cloak of

respectability invites. M

-3-
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Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: "A Manual For Survival, Published 1961 By The Church League of America,
Edgar C. Bundy General Chairman, Book Review, Central Research Matteru

On page 138 of A Manual for Survival this statement is distorted in such
manner as to imply a possible lack of concern about known communists on the part
Of thu FBI. Tha book's pj^aphrsui® follows;

"J. Edgar Hoover in Addressing the Daughters of the American
Revolution in their 1954 national convention in Washington, D. C.

stated emphatically that we are not so much concerned with the

hard-core members of the Communist Party as we are, with

the self-styled pseudo-liberals.

"

On page 132 of the book the Director is alleged to have taken the position

that we are not so much concerned with the hard-cqre members of the Communist
Party, who don't even carry cards anymore, but that we are concerned with the

. fact that for every actual member of the Communist Party, there are ten others
outside the party ready and able and willing to do the Party's work. Again the

implication of a possible lack of concern with reference to the Party, An actual

statement of the Director on this matter was made before HCUA on 3/26/47. The
transcript, page 5, bottom of page, contains his words:

.-

J
:i

'What is important is the claim of the Communist themselves
that for every Party member there are ten others ready, willing

and able to do the Party's work. Herein lies the greatest menace
of Communism. For these are the people who infiltrate and
corrupt various spheres of American life. So rather than the

size of the Communist Party the way to weigh its true importance

is by testing its influence, its ability to infiltrate.

"

Other references to the Director and FBI were made chiefly in connection

with the use of old public source material relating to communist infiltration of

broad phases of American life.

OTHER ERRORS AND WEAKNESSES

Confusion On Communist Objectives

On page 183 the book sets forth alleged communist objectives at the present

time. The primary objective was listed as general and universal disarmament

beginning with nuclear disarmament and "cessation of ail nuclear testing. 11 This

is an obvious confusion of the Party line with actual communist objectives.

Use of Obsolete Term

On page 182 of the book the phrase tfC. I. Rep. " is used as though it were

up-to-date terminology applicable to persons currently responsible for the passing

4-



Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: "A Manual For Survival, Published 1961 By Hie Church League Of America,
Edgar C, Bundy General Chairman, Book Review, Central Research Matter"

of orders and instructions from Moscow to Communist Parties abroad. The term
"C. I. Rep. ,f no longer was accurate after the dissolving, in 1943, of the Communist
international to which its initial letters referred.

Use of Nebulous Phrases

On page 180, the reader is warned not to call a person a communist because
of the danger of a libel suit. Elsewhere in the book, however, the reader encounters
other phrases whose use presumably recommends them as fitting epithets* These
include especially the word "radical, " for example, radicals, a radical organization
radical religious leaders, radical theologians; as well as "left-wing, " for example,
left-wingers, left-wing press, and another combination known as "radical left-

wing. " Also used as epithets are the words: liberals, self- slyled liberals,

religious vigilantes, Social Gospelers, modernists, and even "modernist-radical-
socialist theologians. Tt

Spy Story

On page 151 there appears an account of Soviet espionage activities by an
unnamed American in an unspecified country in Europe. Dr. J.B. Matthews, while

on the Dies Committee, was said to have interviewed this young American whose
story has never been published. After consultation in Espionage Section and check

of pertinent references, the individual has been tentatively identified as Arvid Wein

Jacobson, who was jailed in Finland from 1933 to 1936 for Soviet espionage activi-

ties and whose background closely resembles that of the person described. (61-7219

If the individual mentioned in the book is, in fact, Jacobson, the book
contains these additional errors of fact: (1) versions of Jacobson ?s "story" have

previously appeared in print, for example, in the book Witness by Whittaker

Chambers; and (2) Jacobson admitted to FBI that he was a Communist Party

member. The first fact would indicate lack of acquaintance with the published

literature on espionage and communism; the second goes to prove all over again

the incompetence of persons such as Bundy to make statements relative to an

individual's Communist Party adherence. In the connection used in this book, such

a mistake would be particularly pertinent, for the reference was intended to prove

the potential of non-Party members for espionage recruitment

Slanted Bibliography

In the last chapter a list of 12 books is set out, selected by the Church

League of America as being ffbasic to any understanding of the nature of commu-
nism, " Bundy's book Collectivism in the Churches appears in this selected list

while the Director's book !TMasters of Deceit" is relegated to the general

bibliography.
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Gandy .

subject: "MAN, THE STATE, AND WAR"
BY KENNETH NEAL WALTZ
PUBLISHED BY COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
NEW YORK, NEW YORK

O
SYNOPSIS: SooJ(

His captioned book is a treatise based on philosophical principles

rather than political aspects in an examination of the reasons for war.' The
inquiry follows three principal themes or "images" of international relations:

lo man is the cause of war; perfect human nature and eliminate war 2. men
form states; the reformation of states will bring universal peace 3. there is a
constant possibility of war in a world in which there are two or more states each
seeking to promote a set of interests and having no agency above them upon which
they can rely for protection, flWorld government is the remedy, for world war.

"

The book represents the author's dissertation for a doctorate in political science.

Waltz, an associate professBFof political science at Swarthmore College^ fy

graduated from Oberlin College in 1948 and took his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees at
M

Columbia University. He was on active duty in the U.S. Army for approximately &q

a two year period 1944-1946. He was on leave and studied in England during the ^
school year 1959-1960, | Iduring that time WaltzT ~ ^

* b7D

b6
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I
o

o
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Memorandum Smith to Sullivan

Re: "Man, the State, and War"

DETAILS:

This memorandum presents a review of the book "Man, the State, and
War' 1 which was referred to the Central Research Section by letter from the

Philadelphia Office 9/8/61.

AUTHOR

Kenneth Neal Waltz is currently an Associate Professor of Political

Science at Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania. He received a

B.A, degree from Oberlin College in 1948, an M.A. degree from Columbia
University in 1950, and a Ph.D. from the same institution in 1954. He was
inducted into the U.S. Army 4/13/44 and honorably discharged as a First

Lieutenant October 25, 1946, after foreign service in the Pacific Theatre. He
was granted leave of absence during the 1959-60 school year for the purpose of

study and research in England.

Information furnished by revealed Waltz he
blC
b7D

Ihatt

The same source advised

Waltz is b6
blC

"MAN, THE STATE, AND WAR"

The foreword has been written by Professor William T. R, Fox,

Institute of War and Peace studies at Columbia University, New York* Fox
indicates that Waltz 1 book is the second of the Topical Studies in International

Relations to be published, and advises these studies are financed by a grant from
the Carnegie Corporation to Columbia University.

Waltz writes in a very studied and elaborate style, ponderous in examples
and comparisons;. The book is an attempt to discover what the major philosophic

writers, both classic and modern, have to teach us about the causes of war and
means to peaces; ,, r

?

^

b7D
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Memorandum Smith ^iuliivan
Re: "Man, the State, and War"

"Man, the State, and War" consists of a study of three major images
of international politics: war as a consequence of the nature and behavior of man,
as an outcome of the internal organization of states, and as a product of inter-

national anarchy 0

The first image may be generally summarized by saying the evilness

of men, or their improper behavior, leads to war; individual goodness,

if it could be universalized, would mean peace. "Man loves as well as

hates, savors as well as lusts, makes peace as well as war, " War
stems from misunderstandings, the evil quality of rulers, or lack of

proper education*

The second image admits that there are "bad" states but hastens to

add that democracies and liberal states have also initiated war.
Environments sometimes force nations to choose highly competitive

or even war -like behavior if they wish to survive and to protect the

values their social systems represent. Waltz finds it easy to refute

the charges that capitalism is the cause of war or that socialists will

not support war.

The third image is labeled by Waltz as "International Anarchy. " The
requirements of state action are imposed by the circumstances in

which all states exist. Each state pursues its own interests, however
defined, in ways it judges best. Force is a means of achieving the

external ends of states because there exists no consistent, reliable

process of reconciling the conflicts of interest that inevitably arise.

The third image describes the framework of 'World Government"
and shows how this international system would constrain the behavior

of states.

- 3 -
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,

ABOOK REVIEW6JTHE SOCIAL BASIS OF AMERICAN COMMUNISM
BYNATH^ITLAZER

—

—
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Tele. Room
Tnitrrtm

he
hlC

SYNOPSIS;

Captioned book, reviewed by Central Research Section, is eighth in a
series of studies financed by Ford Fund for the Republic to survey communist
influence in American life. The book is both a history and analysis of

membership of the Communist Party from its beginnings to the mid-1950 f

s.

Author takes "sociological" approach to examine various elements from which
Party expended recruiting efforts and the response of the groups to these efforts.

He concludes that while Party efforts were successful at some times and among
some groups, over-all, communism in America was a failure. References to

Director and FBI are not derogatory, but mainly are quoted membership
statistics taken from public records. Author Nathan Glazer not investigated by
Bureau, but several references noted in Bufiles, In February, 1960, one
Nathan Glazer and three otheiswrote letter to editor of New York Times
urging clemency for Harry Gold, Morton Sobell, and David Greenglass.

RECOMMENDATION:
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Memorandum Smith to Sullivan

Re: The Fund for the Republic Book Review
The Social Basis of American Communism
By Nathan Glazer

DETAILS;

Book Sponsored by Fund for the Republic

The Social Basis of American Communism,by Nathan Glazer,

published in August, 1961, by Harcourt, Brace and World, Incorporated,

New York City, has been reviewed by the Central Research Section.

This book is the eighth in a series of studies on communism in

American life under the general editorship of Clinton L. Rossiter. The project

was begun in January, 1955, when the Ford Fund for the Republic allocated

funds for the series. (100-391697-651)

A Study of Party Membership

The book is both a history and an analysis of the membership of

the Communist Party up to the mid-1950's. This ''special study of the membership,

"

as the author, states in his introduction, aids in understanding communism in

America because membership, and its ''social composition, " is a most important

aim of any Communist Party. He says that, according to communist theory, the

two main targets of Communist Party efforts to recruit should be the most
exploited and most repressed workers* In the United States, the industrial

workers and the Negroes, However, in American reality, these groups did not

prove to be most responsive.

Author 1 s Approach

The author takes a "sociological" approach to examine each of the

various groups of people from which he says the Party obtained its greatest

response. Devoting a chapter to each group, they are: (1) the elements, mainly
in the Socialist Party of World War I, from which the first members of the

Communist Party were drawn; (2) the immigrant workers who made up the

greater part of the Party during the twenties; (3) the native-born workers and
the workers in trade uniais; (4) the middle-class and professional groups
increasingly prominent in the late thirties and forties; and (5) the Negroes whose
recruitment became intense after World War n.

- 2-



Memorandum Smith to Sullivan

Re: The Fund for the Republic Book Review
The Social Basis of American Communism
By Nathan Glazer

The author sets forth a flood of statistics, including 42 pages of notes,

comments, and sources, on Party membership for the various ethnic and

social groups to show the Party's successes and failures to influence these groups,

Author fs Conclusions '

While pointing out partial success by the Party during various periods,

the author concludes that, "over- all, communism in America was a failure. n

His reasons are that in America, even the most oppressed and most miserable

could see that the normal processes of American democracy could give them more
than the communists ever could. Self-interest, which according to the communists 1

own theory should be the spur that brings the masses to them, operated here to

drive them away. And so the communists had to resort to the special quirks of

history that made some groups, at some times, open to them; they operated in

these openings with their mixture of organizational skill and moral blindness, and

achieved some successes. But in the end, these strains and twists in American
democracy were insufficient to give them lasting success.

Mention of the Director and the FBI

The Director and the FBI are mentioned several times in the book,

though not critically or derogatorily. In the introduction (p. 12), the author .

states the perfect material for this study could only be found in the possession of

the FBI or the CP, USA. The Director is mentioned (p. 179), and the FBI (pp. 93,

116), but in each case, these are FBI estimates of Party membership which

the author has extracted from Congressional reports or the book, Report on the

American Communist, by Ernst and Loth.

The Author

According to book jacket, Nathan Glazer was born in New York City in

1923, graduated from City College in 1944, and received his A. M. from the

University of Pennsylvania the same year. He has taught at the University of

California in Berkeley, Bennington College, Smith College, and Columbia

University. He is the author and coauthor of several books and contributes

regularly to a number of magazines.

3-



Memorandum Smith to Sullivan

Re: The Fund for the Republic Book Review
The Social Basis of American Communism
By Nathan Glazer

Bufiles reveal that no investigation has been made on author; however,

there are several references to him. (1) He is the author of "A New Look at

the Rosenberg-Sobell Case" which appeared in The New Leader ,
July 2, 1956

(65- 58236-A). (2) During April and May, 1959, the name Nathan Glazer,

Bennington College, appeared on a list of subscribers to the Peking Review,, a

strongly procommunist English language publication printed in Peking, China

(100-394984-6317). (3) One Nathan Glazer and three other mdrviduals wrote

a tetter to the editor of the New York Times ,
February. 16, 1960, urging

an act of clemency to free Harry Gold, Morton Sobell, and David Greenglass

(101-2483-A).

Clinton L. Rossiter

Clinton L. Rossiter, head of the study project on communism in

American life financed by the Ford Fund for the Republic, is chairman of the

Government Department at Cornell University.

Bufiles indicate that Rossiter was disapproved for security clearance,

following an investigation by another Government agency which conducts

intelligence investigations, because he gave as a reference a person who had

been listed as one of the individuals controlling the American Russian institute, of

of Hollywood, California. The American Russian Institute has been designated by

the Attorney General pursuant to Executive Order 10450. (116-78904-26;

Monograph, The Fund for the Republic, Inc.

,

pp. 49, 96)
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INTRODUCTION : Captioned book published by Charles C. Thomas, 1961.
Editor is Captain Glen B. King of Dallas, Texas, Police

Department, graduate of 65th Session, FBI National Academy. Contributors
all from Dallas Police Department, are Captain C. D. Talbert, Lt. D. A.
Byrd (63rd Session, FBI NA) , Lt. L. W. Rucker, Lt. W. F. Dyson, Lt. T.D.
Cain, and Lt. E. L. Cunningham. Book contains forward by Chief J. E.
Curry of Dallas (48th Session, FBI NA) . National Academy graduates are
all in good standing and we have no derogatory information on any of
the others. Book contains no reference to FBI.

SYNOPSIS : Subject matter appears sound and practical. Book is well
written; will be very useful. Point of view is that of the

intermediate or low-level supervisor; deals with problems of Sergeant
and other first-line supervisors. Text contains nothing questionable.
A few statements seem somewhat questionable scientifically, but they
concern minor supporting data, not major principle. Chapter on
performance rating is not thorough, leaves many questions unanswered.

CONCLUSION : Book is an excellent contribution to police literature. N

Its good points far outweigh its shortcomings. We should
have several copies available for use by our staff, National Academy
class members, and for loan to police instructors in field offices who
lecture on supervision at command-type schools. Separate memorandum

RECOMMENDATION:
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Memorandum to Mr. Mohr
Re: BOOK REVIEW

"FIRST-LINE SUPERVISOR'S MANUAL"

DETAILS

"First-Line Supervisor's Manual" prepared as a joint effort
by officers of intermediate rank of the Dallas, Texas, Police Depart-
ment and edited by Captain Glen D. King, a graduate of the 65th
Session, FBI National Academy, is an excellent, very practical and
extremely useful work. It represents a significant contribution to
police literature and will undoubtedly be widely read in police
circles. If the principles set forth are followed, it should make
signal contribution to the improvement of supervision in law enforce-
ment. The book is well written, very readable, and sets out sound
principles. Nothing objectionable was found in the text.

There are a few statements which could be questioned from
a strictly scientific point of view but they concern data used to
illustrate points and have no effect upon the validity of any
supervisory principles. For example, on page 72 Lieutenant W. F.
Dyson says "Careful studies have revealed no relation between
behavior and any such physical characteristics." This appears in
a section of the book in which the author warns against charlatanism
in psychology, particularly referring to the pseudoscience of phrenology.
The conclusion would be challenged by some inasmuch as certain
psychologists and anthropologists have discovered a greater than
chance incidence of correlation between certain personality traits
and certain physical types. It is not safe to state flatly that there
is no relation although the significance of the relationship remains
unknown.

Again, on page 103 Cunningham and King write, "When measured
alone, sight is 87 per cent effective as an avenue of learning, with
hearing 7 per cent, and the other senses splitting the remaining 6

per cent." They make this statement in connection with an admonition
to the instructor to appeal to more than one sense of the student.
This is sound pedagogy, but their statistics are highly suspect.
Psychological studies have shown that some people learn better through
the sense of sight while others are oriented toward the sense of
hearing thus the 87 per cent, etc., are meaningless figures. The
fact remains, however, that the principle involved is undeniably
correct.

A degree of carelessness in publication is apparent in this
book as it is unfortunately in so many of the Thomas books. For
example, a few typographical errors were noted and one entire paragraph
is repeated on page 127.

(cont'd)



Memorandum to Mr. Mohr
Re: BOOK REVIEW

"FIRST-LINE SUPERVISOR'S MANUAL"

The chapter on performance rating written by Cunningham
and King leaves qiiite a bit to be desired* It raises many questions
answers few. What they say is sound but it does &3 tfteugft,
It fails to examine critically and in detail the various types of
rating systems in use. Its value is thus limited and it represents
more of a general survey than a real useful analysis.

Despite the few criticisms, the book is undoubtedly of
value and we should have several copies for use by our own staff
members in their research, by FBI National Academy men in connection
with their research papers and other study and for loan to police
instructors throughout the field who lecture on supervision before
police command-type schools. The book is of value as a reference .

work.
i iX
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Memorandum ^
to : Director, FBI (62-46855) date: 10/5/61

ATTENTION: CENTRAL RESEARCH SECTION

SAC, New Orleans (64-86)

subject: THE CASE OF GENERAL EDWIN A^WALKER
BY KENT AMD PHOEBE COURTNEY
BOOK REVIEWS

ReBulet 9/27/61.

Enclosed is copy of the Book "The Case of General
Edwin A. Walker" by Kent and Phoebe Courtney, which the
Bureau requested in referenced letter.

2 - Bureau (Enclosure)
1 - New Orleans i

MRKreo jj^L^rft,
(3) £ .S^r.f^^t.
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2 - Original and/
F^) Yellow file c

1 - Mr. W. C

1 - Mr 0 Mo A, Jones
Mro B..M.Suttler

,
- Section tickler
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SAC, New York October 26, 1981

Direct®*, FBI (62-48*55)

this is comm»mmu

MO&K BY DAVID E. WJ INGAST
£fiO0& R1VBIWS

Thi# is Communism* by David S. Wetngast was published in

1980 by the Ckted Book Comply, 71 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York,
The price of the book is not known.

You should expeditiously and discreetly obtain one copy of the
captioned book and forward it to the Bureau marked to the attention of the
Central Research Seetlon.

NOTE: Captioned book being obtained at the request of

SA R. W* Smith, Central Research Section* for

use of Bureauo Bureau Library, General Indices,

and various bookstores in Washington all negative

re book.



5-103 (5-11-59)

Title of Book

Author

THE PRICE OF LIBERTY

ALAN BARTH

Book Review s"(62-468

Central Res

jtober 17, 1961

This book has come to the attention of the Central Research Section. Without review,

a spot check indicates the book relates, or may relate to the responsibilities of the following

Sections and/or Divisions. (See "Nature of Book" afbottom of page.)

(Please initial in the appropriate box, and return promptly to the Central Research Section,)

ROUTING

I I Domestic Intelligence Division

Central Research, Room 7627

CD Espionage, Room 2714

internal Security, Room 1509

Liaison, Room 7641

Name Check, Room 6125 LB.

CD Nationalities Intelligence, Room 1527

CD Subversive Control, Room 1250

I I Identification Division

I I Section, Room

[Training & Inspection Division

CD Section, Room

I | Adm inistrative Division

Section, Room

I I Files & Communications Division

I I Section, Room

CD Investigative Division

\ I Laboratory^Di vision

ection, Room

Section, Room

Section, Room

Obtain book

for review

.4

Book review not

required by this

Section or Division

noTrecorpeED

ON SEVE

COPY OF BOOK ATTACHED - ^SX^AjJIaT

ff 2? ^DIRECTOR HOOVER AND THE FBI MENTION

Si Jg§jSee index)
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THEnCASE Of GENERAL. EDWIN A. WALKER ^Q fc

BY KENT AND PHOEB
—

, .Huma ne * M-.*^"*!

tdOOffiVIEWS (62

URTNEY

The case of General Walker is actually only incidental in this book,

which is, rather, the case of the extreme conservatives. The Director and

Ithe FBI are mentioned favorably.

Purpose of Book /v . . ^ 4^

The Courtneys 1 "documented expose" is a lashing of the executive

branch of the Government for "appeasing communists" and urging foreign aid

bills to "give aid and comfort" to communist satellite countries.

Plan of Attack

The handling of the case of General Walker is to the Courtneys an
example of the Administration's softening toward communism, "muzzling the

military who warn of the communist threat" (pp. 112-113), when actually JjS?

what is needed is to defeat the communist conspiracy by: U

"(1) The indoctrination and/or education of local

groups regarding the Communist menace; and

"(2) Concerted efforts by patriotic Americans to y

bring about political changes. ..." (p. 1) , p

i

Enclosure (File in Bureau Library)

CMF:meh
(7)

1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Mr. Sullivan

1 - Mr. Baumgardner
1-

1 1
Section tickler
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Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: The Case of General Edwin A. Walker

The John Birch Society is highly praised for its approach to the

J

menace (pp. 1-17), and Senator Fullbright is condemned for supporting the

/Administration's methods (pp. 74-96).

Solution

The Conservative Society of America (CSA) was established in June,

1961, with Kent Courtney as national chairman, "to restore the two-party

system. . .; to give the voters a choice between Liberal, New Deal, Socialist -

Communist policies on the one hand, and Conservative, Constitutional, Free
Enterprise., anti-Communist policies on the other. ?f This book is the first

publication effort of CSA. (105-36811-46)

References to the Director and the FBI

The Director's name is mentioned favorably on page 13 in connection

with a quotation from "Communist Target --Youth, 11 and again on page 92 in a
quotation by Senator Karl Mundt. In Appendix I, "J. Edgar Hoover's report"
on the San Francisco riots is mentioned in a reprint from a Manchester, New
Hampshire, newspaper (p. 119), and in Appendix n, tfMasters of Deceit" is

an item in a suggested reading list (p. 133). Another item on that list is the

weekly newsletter published by "ex-FBI agent Dan Smoot" (p. 128), who is

also mentioned in the foreword (p. 5).

The Authors

Kent Courtney is the publisher of "The Independent American" news-
paper, New Orleans, Louisiana. His wife Phoebe is editor.

1 Neither the

\ Courtneys nor their publication has been investigated by the FBI. The newspaper

\ indicates rabble rousing and hate mongering. (105-36811-37, -46)

RECOMMENDATION:

For information
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subject:" THE PRICE OF LIBERTY1 '

BY ALAN BARTH
O BOOK REVIEWS

SYNOPSIS

"The Price of Liberty" is the latest book by Alan Barth, editorial

writer for the 'Washington Post and Times Herald" and author of two other books

and numerous articles in which he has been critical of the Bureau. This book is a
reiteration of Barth' s previously published opinions on the so-called "crimes of laf

enforcement. u As in his other two books, Barth is principally concerned with the

preservation of our rights of privacy and indicates that law enforcement, in its *

zeal to bring a criminal to justice, itself constantly violates the law. H

The book contains numerous derogatory references to the FBI and/^
the Director. Barth refers to Uniform Crime Reports tables which list official \
arrest statistics by offense, including the so-called "crime of suspicion*" In his ^
chapter on wire tapping, he is extremely critical of the FBI which, he states, hasY
flouted the law steadily over the past quarter of a century. Referring to the Direct^
Appropriations Subcommittee testimony in February, 1959, indicating we had 74 ^
telephone taps in cases involving internal security, Barth states that "internal

security" is an imprecise term and that "Mr. Hoover seems, at times, to think that

the security of the Nation is threatened by any organized form of political heterodo;

or even by any criticism of his Bureau; and Attorneys General are not usually

ruthless in restraining the Director of the FBI. ..." In his last chapter, Barth ^
quotes copiously from the Director's International Association of Chiefs of Police p
(IACP) speech in October, 1960, concerning youthful crime and the cost of crime.fy

All quotations attributed to the Director have been checked and are accurate --the E
derogatory nature of the material lies in Barth 1 s conclusions or remarks following
each quotation. Near the end of the book, Barth does give the police some little o
credit and indicates the need for more professional training and higher pay for ^
police, citing the Director's remarks before the IACP concerning small salaries |&i
police—the only nonderog^tory reference in the entire book*

f

RECOMMENDATION: \
For information.

1 - Central Research

7 NOV 2 1961'
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DETAILS

PURPOSE

To set forth brief review of captioned book published by The

Viking Press, New York, copyrighted in 1961, together with information

concerning Barth.

THE AUTHOR

Alan Barth is an editorial writer for the "Washington Post and

Times Herald" and the author of two books: "The Loyalty of Free Men" (1951)

and "Government By Investigation" (1955), In addition, he has published a

number of articles in various periodicals such as "Harper's," "New Republic,"

and "American Mercury."

Barth has long been critical^fthe Bureau, congressional investigatinj

committees and the Government Loy^t/Program. His name appearedin the active

indices of the American Peace Mobilization (a cited organization) in 1941. In 1950,

he reviewed Max Lowenthal's book, "The Federal Bureau of Investigation, " in which

he indicated that "one is tempted to praise LowenthaTs sober indictment of the

FBI" and stated that "Mr. LowenthaPs indictment is much too impressive to be

dismissed.

"

In his book "The Loyalty of Free Men," in which he minimizes
the threat of communism, he was critical of the Bureau and its handling of the

Government Loyalty Program. Barth concluded that the inevitable effect of the

Governments Loyalty Program is the corruption of the traditional American
right of privacy, and the development of dangerous police powers. This book won
for Barth the Sidney Hillman Foundation Award, and the book was distributed by

the Fund for the Republic. In his book, "Government by Investigation, " Barth
attempted to show that the legislative branch has acquired a dominance in the

American system of government which is becoming a peril to liberty and is again
critical of the FBI.

Barth is also the author of an article entitled "Why Handle Criminals
With Kid Gloves?" which appeared in the 9-59 issue of "Harper's Magazine," in

which he quoted from the Directors testimony before the House Appropriations

Committee concerning the need for sterner measures in dealing with juvenile

offenders. Barth then stated "The only way to civilize these young barbarians, it

I

would appear, is to treat them with the utmost savagery, " inferring that this is

[the position of the Director which, of course, is a gross inaccuracy.



THE BOOK

In "The Price of Liberty" Barth, as in his other two books, is

principally concerned with the preservation of our "right of privacy. M In his

Foreword, Barth indicates that we are now justifying short cuts by the police

which involve serious trespasses on procedural rules intended to limit govern-

mental authority and to insure fairness in the administration of justice, and

states that the premise of the book is that procedural rights are the indispensable

keys to political freedom.

The author cites the prevailing tendency of law enforcement to make
arrests without warrants, to make arrests for so-called crimes of "suspicion"

and "investigation, " to wrest confessions from suspects, to conduct searches

without warrants, and to seize evidence. He devotes a chapter to wire tapping

aiid another to the right of defendants to the assistance of counsel. The sum
total of these chapters is that law enforcement, in its zeal to bring the criminal

to justice, itself constantly violates the law.

In his final chapter, "Crime and Correction, M he indicates that

society 1 s demand for punishment is most insistent and most savage in precisely

those areas where it is least deserved and least likely to be beneficial- -juvenile

delinquents, homosexuals and drug addicts. And, he says, it is precisely in

pursuit of these offenders that the police are most careless of civil rights. Barth
concludes: "The central problem M political science in a free society is the

preservation of a rational balance between order and liberty. It is quite true, of

course, that eternal vigilance is the price of liberty. But it is imperative to rememb<
that the vigilance demanded by this maxim means vigilance against duly constituted

authority- -against the forces of order. A resolute containment of those forces is

the price of liberty.

"

MENTION OF THE FBI

Barth makes several references to the Director and/or the FBI.

These references, which are critical in nature, are set forth below:

In Chapter Three, "Arrests for Investigation," the author refers to

the study by the Wickersham Commission in 1931 and indicates on page 42 that

violations of law by the police continue to be extremely widespread. As irrefutable

proof, he points to the official statistics on arrests presented annually in the Uniform|
Crime Reports for the United States compiled by the FBI. He sets forth statistics

in certain crime categories from the 1959 Uniform Crime Reports, Table 16, which
statistics are correct. He adds that "as the eye runs down the column, it comes
upon a curious category of crime--a crime called Suspicion, 1 " which shows

99,663 arrests. He states that suspicion is not a crime anywhere in the United

States, that "nearly everyone" of these arrests was unlawful; nearly every one was
in itself a crime. But the crime is so common that the FBI reported it without so

- 3 -



much as a blush or an apology* " He states that the figures from the Uniform

Crime Reports do not take into account at all the undeterminable number of

mv'BQm mX^t&ky *frff#Mtt m "suspieion" &r H
fetf investigation

|

ff aftd

neither do they reflect the vast number of arrests made all over the country on

vague, blanket charges such as 'vagrancy* and 'disorderly conduct* used loosely

by police to cover a multitude of sins which are not crimes. M
(pp. 42-44)

In Chapter Seven, "Eavesdropping," which concerns the practice

of wire tapping, Barth indicates that the example of the Federal Government has

played a most important part in the growth of law enforcement wire tapping and that

it has not been an example conducive to respect for law. He states that . .the

inescapable truth is that the Department of Justice and its Federal Bureau of

Investigation have, on one pretext after another, flouted the law steadily over

the past quarter of a century- -that is, ever since the Federal Communications
Act was adopted in 1934. " He continues "J. Edgar Hoover, the FBI's Director

over the whole of this period, has undergone something of a metamorphosis
on the subject of wire tapping. M Barth cites the Director's testimony before a

congressional committee in 1931 prior to the enactment of the Federal Communi-
cations Act and states that ". . .he (the Director) declared that the Bureau had a

definite rule against wire tapping and would dismiss any employee who engaged
in it, and that while it may not be illegal, I (the Director) think it is unethical,

and it is not permitted under the regulations of the Attorney General." (pp. 130-31)

Barth stated that after a few years had passed, however, these

scruples no longer deterred the FBI, He indicated that first there was the fiction .

that FBi Agents are not "persons" within the meaning of Section 605 and that this

was accompanied by the strained invention that wire tapping itself was entirely

legal so long as it entailed no f divulgence. He goes on to say that Mr. Hoover has

evolved an additional and most ingenious justification for tapping telephones. Barth
quotes the Director as saying "I have never attempted to keep my views on this

subject a secret, nor have I lacked the support of the highest levels of authority

in the executive branch of the Government. The late President Franklin D.

Roosevelt, in a letter dated February 25, 1941, which was widely publicized,

stated the policies followed by the Bureau. . . IThe quotation from the President's

letter was then set forth. Barth states that this excerpt from the President's

letter suggests he was laying down policies on wire tapping but, in point of

fact, he was merely writing to a member of Congress in response to a request for

an expression of his views regarding the pending wire tap bill. Barth states that

Mr. Hoover has also referred to a confidential memo from President Roosevelt
dated May 21, 1940 which, according to Mr. Hoover, authorized the Attorney Gene;

to approve wire tapping when necessary in situations involving the defense of the

Nation. Barth states that this memorandum was so confidential it has never been

made public and that Federal Statutes are hardly to be overridden by confidential
memoranda, (pp. 130*133),

- 4 -
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Barth devotes much space to the findings of Samuel Dash and

his testimony before the Hennings Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights (1959).

He states that policemen and prosecutors like to"; create the impression that they

resort to wire tapping only in connection with the gravest crimes. Barth then

sets forth a quotation from the Director's testimony before the Appropriations

Subcommittee on 2-5-59 in which the Director indicated we had 74 telephone taps

and that these are used in cases involving internal security or where a human
life may be imperiled. Barth states that "internal security" is an imprecise

term and that "Mr. Hoover seems, at times, to think that the security of the

Nation is threatened by any organized form of political heterodoxy or even by

any criticism of his Bureau; and Attorneys General are not usually ruthless in

.restraining the Director cf the FBI. Furthermore, the whole effect of FBI
wire tapping is by no means encompassed within the 74 taps authorized at a

particular time by the Attorney General " (pp. 135-136)

Barth begins his final chapter, "Crime and Correction," with a

quotation from the Directors remarks before the annual conference of the

International Association of Chiefs of Police in October, 1960, which sets forth

the timetable of crime for 1959 (quotation correct). The author says that if

this seems a lurid way to state the case one can find a more prosaic, although

no more reassuring, recital by turning to the UCR issued annually by the FBI and

that "year after year these reports recount a shocking increase in crime, M He
then goes on to quote from the 1959 Uniform Crime Reports bulletin, and concludes

that these statistics taken together suggest, in rather alarming degrees, a break-

down of law and order. (173-74).

Indicating that "juvenile delinquency" is not going to be ended by
the current practice of society of casting them out of the communities, Barth

states that "the concept of separateness, of casting out, was expressed with

particular clarity by J. Edgar Hoover in his speech to the International Association

Chiefs of Police," which he then proceeds to set forth. Barth then concludes that

perhaps society must learn that its young members will hold it responsible for its

vicious acts of neglect and callousness. (180-181)

On pages 189-190, Barth sets forth the Directors remarks concernin
the cost of crime (from IACP speech) and then states that "just what items were
covered in his reckoning Mr. Hoover did not specify. " Barth then states that the

most serious costs of crime cannot be reckoned in money terms but must be
reckoned in terms of diminished personal security and social unity, and worst of

all, must be reckoned in terms of wasted human lives.

- 5 -



Finally, near the end of his book, Barth gets around to giving

the police credit and indicates a need for more professional training and higher

pay for policemen. In his first reference to the Director in a non-derogatory

manner, Barth sets forth the remarks of the Director in his IACP speech

concerning small salaries received by police, (p. 192)

OBSERVATIONS:

"The Price of Liberty" is a reiteration of Barth 1 s previously

published opinions on the so-called "crimes of law enforcement" andhs oft^

repeated fears that the people's right of privacy is being invaded. He is, as

always, snidely critical of the FBI. It is interesting to note that while he is

critical of law enforcement and the FBI, Attorneys General and others, he

refers only once to the Central Intelligence Agency and the Federal Bureau of

Prisons, and these references reflect that he has a high opinion of these two
agencies.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.
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subject:

AS
ARREST, SEARCH AND SEIZURE

The Le^al Research Desk has reviewed a book bearing the *S

same title as the caption, written by Raymond A, Bahl, Milwaukee
Police Department, graduate of the 41st Session of the FBl\National
Academy and Attorney Howard H. Boyle, Jr., Milwaukee, a eppy of
which the authors have sent to the Director,
the press.

It has just come off

This book is better than nothing, but not a whole lot. The
errors in it run the ganut from inadequate treatment of pertinent
points to complete omssion of other pertinent points and plain error
on some that are covered. The following are examples:

v

1 -

1 -

1 -

1' -

OMISSIONS. The book does not even mention the fact, which
becomes important in quite a few cases, that although a day-
time search warrant cannot be executed at night an execution
begun in daytime can continue into the night. There is no
discussion at all on what is daytime and what is night time.

The book fails to distinguish between exploratory
searches which are illegal in all cases and the question of
quantity of material which can be seized in a legal search.

INADEQUATE TREATMENT . There is an almost complete absence of
examples to show the types of abandoned property which can be
seized without a search. There are inadequate examples to
show how long a search may be delayed after the arrest and
still be "constructively contemporaneous" with the arrest, and
thus lawful. Less than 6 weeks ago, we won an important case
on this very point and the Department thought enough of it to
write it up specially for the information of the U.S. Attorneys.
The material cn the search of the person and search of auto-
mobiles is entirely inadequate. The same is true of the McNabb
Rule and due process in criminal interrogation.

PLAIN ERROR. Under the subject of consent searches, the book
says a wife's consent to search the family dwelling is not
good against her husband. This is entirely incorrect. In

/rfWlfcov"a2 11961

\

m
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Edwards to Maione Memo
Re: Arrest, Search and Seizure

proof of the point the authors cite Ruffner v. U.S. in
which that question did not even arise. The authors suggest
that nonresidence buildings can be searched on probable cause
alone; we do not understmd this to be the law. The authors
say that in executing a search warrant an officer may not
seize other tilings found which offend against the law, except
"possibly contraband." The law is that he may seize contra-
band and he may also seize instrumentalities of the crime.

The book has many good points in it, of course, and we
would like to keep a copy in Room 5250 for such use as we can make
of it, but we must not recommend use of the book to any person in
any fashion and it should not be used as a source or guide either
by officers in the FBI National Academy or Special Agents of the FBI.

RECOMMENPATIONS:

1. That no letter be sent by the Director to the authors
of this book.

2. That the book be kept on the shelf in Room 5250.

- 2 -
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THIS IS COMMUNISM
DAVID E. WEINGAST

0^OKmSmmB (62-46855)

CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

Captioned boqk^is one in a series of Oxford Social Studies Unit-Tests,

published by the Oxforci Book Company, New York, New York, 1961. According

to the author, the original research was made possible by a fellowship awarded

by the Ford Foundation's Fund for the Advancement of Education.

References to the Director and the FBI

Masters of Deceit is given as suggested reading on page 140 and the

Director is accurately quoted from the same book on page 98. There is no
reference to the FBI.

The Author

David E^Weingast is presently Assistant Superintendent of Schools

in Charge of Secondary Education, Newark, New Jersey. Iri September, 1956,

he communicated with the Bureau indicating that he was writing a book for high

school. students on communist policy and tactics and wanted the Director's

assistance with it. In November, 1957, he requested that the Director write

a foreword to his newly completed 125 -page booklet titled "Communism: This

Is It.
ff In both cases the request was declined. Bureau files reflect no deroga-

tory information concerning Weingast. (94-5-44339, 43618)

Purpose and Scope of Book

This book was designed as a textbook for high school and junior

college students as well as adult and trade -union classes which would give a

LLW:meh^jJ
(9) ^

1 - Mr . Belmont
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Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: This Is Communism

"panoramic view of the communist organization at work on the American
and world scenes"- -"its purposes, its structure, its strengths, its weak-

Iness.es.,
its meaning for America. u Actually, it presents a generalized

picture of communism both in theory and practice as it has evolved in the

Soviet Union and other communist-dominated countries but does not place

much emphasis on the activities of the Communist Party of the United States,

. Written in a simplified manner, it delineates the devious methods by which
the Soviet Union has become a world power, explains the "Party line, " the

communist front movement, >the? magnitude and effectiveness of Party
propaganda, the organization 5f the Party, and the relationship of the

satellite countries to Russia.

In the last chapter, the author claims that the communist threat

t
to the free world can be met by America and its allies remaining militarily

strong, by stressing the true meaning of "co -existence" as a communist
propaganda device, by counteracting communist propaganda with democratic
propaganda, and by increasing the exchange program between our Nation and
the Iron Curtain countries.

Format

This 175 -page book is divided into ten chapters replete with

explanatory graphs, maps, illustrations and cartoons. As the author points

out, each chapter can be read independently in any order. The end-of-the-

chapter questions and suggested readings serve as a source of discussion

and as a stimulus for deeper study. At the end of the book is a brief glossary

of Marxist terms and names.

However, this textbook suffers greatly because of a poorly planned

table of contents as well as from lack of an index and proper documentation.

For example, Lenin and Stalin are freely quoted but no sources are given. In

one instance Lenin has been directly quoted as saying "For world communism
the road to Paris lies through Peking and Calcutta" (p. 167). This doubtful

quotation, known among researchers as one of the "Road to Paris" series,

has never been documented although Lenin did say something to this effect.

In another case, Lavrenti Beria, former head of the Soviet Secret Police, is

stated to have been overthrown in 1955 when actually it was in 1953 (p. 123).

(Soviet World Outlook, July, 1959, Dept. of

State, foreword; Britannica Book of the Year,

1954, pp. 702-703)

- 2 -



Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: This Is Communism

Bibliography on the Communist Problem in the United States

In a note to the teacher, the author suggests that teachers may
wish to consult the Bibliography on the Communist Problem in the United

States, published by the Ford Foundation's Fund for the Republic in 1955,

now being revised. This 1955 version is devoted primarily to literature

relating to communism in the United States since the founding of the

American Communist Party in 1919. Three magazine articles written

by the Director during the period 1948-1951 are listed in the author ;ndex.

This book was attacked by scholars and writers as a "misleading guide to

U. S. communism" which "lacked important anticommunist works, tf The
Fund for the Republic reportedly agreed to revise this bibliography.

(100-39167-110; Sub A-Wash Post & Times
Herald, 10/29/55, p. 7)

RECOMMENDATION:

- 3 -
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The captioned book, in the English edition, is available from

Lyle Stuiart, Publisher, 22S Lafayette Street, Department T-l, N*f York 12,
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You should discreetly and expeditiously obtain one copy of the
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Research Section.
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Author

..Book-Reviews (62-46855)

Central Research

This book has come to the attention of the Central Research Section. Without review,

a spot check indicates the book relates, or may relate to the responsibilities of the following

Sections and/or Divisions. (See "Nature of Book" at bottom of page.)

(Please initial in the appropriate box, and return promptly to the Central Research Section,)
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IN LESS THAN 25 YEARS
ONE BILLION RED CHINESE
WILL BE TRAINED TO HATE

THE U.S.

Mao Tse-tung. Denis Warner quotes from
Mao's own writings and speeches to show
bow his plan to destroy the West is more
complicated and more sophisticated than
Mein Kampf.

This is part of Mao Tse-tung's master

plan to destroythe West. Fomenting rev-

olution in Latin America, undercutting

even Japan s low prices, exporting "hate

America" propaganda he has perfected

at home to the neutralist countries....

Mao is extending his personal brand of

guerilla tactics (devised in his days as a
militant revolutionary ) to isolate

America for the kill.

. the greatest threat the Western world
has ever known

Denis Warner is
M
Australia's most

famous foreign correspondent and war
reporter and an authority on Asia" (New
York Times Book Review). In his new
book, Hurricane From China, he fore-

warns of the possible consequences from
the frightening combination of Mao,
Marx, and Chinese nationalism..,of the

'destruction that may lie in the wake of

this

HURRICANE

FROM CHINA
by Denis Warner $3.95
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CUBA AND CASTRO ^

Teresa Casuso. Random, $5. >
The personal, tragic and affecting story of ..a<

Cuban woman diplomat and press agent who has

broken away from the regime after having been

one of Castro's closest helpers and representav,,

tives—her house in Mexico was the jumpmg-off^

point for Castro's revolution. She tells of her -

life of long rebellion against Batista and work

for Cuban independence and gives, with reasons

and examples, her criticism of the United States

for imperialism in Cuba. Then she describes the

Castro she first knew and the arrogant Castro,

with a "disordered mind," she last saw, and bit-
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BY LADISLAS FARAGO
CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

SYNOPSIS:

Captioned book reviewed by Central Research Section, Book is

collection of selected stories about various intelligence services of countries

involved in World War EE. Author colorfully narrates many incidents and events

concerning activities of these organizations and espionage networks working for

them. Book interesting, informative, and undoubtedly will prove interesting to

general public. Chapter 17 contains description of Bureau1 s wartime intelligence

activities, most of which was apparently taken from The FBI Story . While
author's discussion of conflicts between American intelligence agencies prior to

World War II was not complimentary to Director, remainder of Chapter praised

Director and Bureau. Four articles written by Director are mentioned in bibli-

ography of book0 Author was investigated three times by Bureau between 1945

and 1955. Described by informant as brilliant journalist but a man of no integrity

and no scruples • In 1954, Bureau obtained article written by author on FBI
reports which contained misrepresentations and half-truths. Director then noted

about Farago: "I assume we are taking steps to block FaragoT s naturalization.

Such a scoundrel should not have the advantages of American citizenship. " As of

February 19fifl Farapp not ritizpn. I
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Memorandum, Smith to Sullivan

Book Review: Burn After Reading,

by Ladislas Farago

DETAILS

Burn After Reading , by Ladislas Farago, published in 1961 by

Walker and Company, New York City, has been reviewed by the Central

Research Section.

The author states in his preface, "While this book is the history

of espionage during World War n, it also covers the whole curriculum of

clandestine operations, the several forms of intelligence, espionage and

sabotage, subversion and counter-espionage, the whole secret contest

conducted apart from the formal and conventional operations of modern war.

"

Rather than the usual history, the book is a collection of selected

stories concerning the various intelligence services of the countries

involved in World War II. The author describes these organizations and

points out their strength and weaknesses. He colorfully narrates many
incidents and events concerning the activities of these organizations and

the espionage networks working for them. The book is written in interesting

style and is informative. The general public will undoubtedly find it very

interesting.

Chapter 17, entitled "The Magic of the Black Chamber, " contains

information concerning the work of the FBI and this chapter will be
summarized first in some detail. Because the book covers such a variety

of subjects and events, the individual chapter titles and a brief summary of

each chapter is then set forth.

About the Director and FBI

Chapter 17, "The Magic of the Black Chamber," opens by advising

that while the United States was weak in tactical intelligence about the

Japanese at the time of Pearl Harbor, on the stratetic level it had a single

secret service arm that was ingenious- -the world1 s best cryptographic

secret service. Author then names the various American intelligence

gathering organizations, with their, leaders, active in early part of 1941.

He tells how the Peruvian minister in Tokyo gave information to the
United States Embassy in January, 1941, of proposed surprise attack on
Pearl Harbor, but information was discounted by the State Department and



Memorandum Smith to Sullivan

Book Review: Burn After Reading

By Ladislas Farago

Naval Intelligence (ONI). Then author speculates that, because the U. S. had been

able to decipher the Japanese code, had Roosevelt understood the value of intelli-

gence as did Churchill, Pearl Harbor might have been averted. He praises

Commander Rochefqrt at Hawaii as the Navy's foremost cryptographer and des-

cribes information Rochefort developed.

The last half of this chapter (pp. 197-204) describes the activities

of the FBI during World War H. It is apparent that nearly this entire portion

has been based on The FBI Story

.

While the quotations and statistics used

by Farago were accurately quoted from Whitehead's book, by so condensing

Whitehead's description of the conflicts between the various American
intelligence agencies, Farago's account was not complimentary to the

Director. For instance, in his brief account, Fargo states that the confusion

and conflict enabled foreign agents to operate with impunity, and that

"Nowhere was the situation more deplorable than in Hawaii. In

December, 1941, when the FBI had a total of two thousand six

hundred and two agents, Hoover assigned only nine of them to

its field office in Honolulu...," (p. 198)

Continuing, Farago wrote that though there was superficial

co-operation between the various agencies, under the surface bickering was
rampant:

"Discouraged by this fratricidal war and unable to run the show
as he wanted to, Hoover retired from energetic prosecution of the

espionage war with Japan in Hawaii. . .
, " (p. 199)

Except for the above, the remainder of the chapter briefly describes
the Bureau's wartime intelligence activities, which had previously been
described in The FBI Story. Farago praises the Director and the Bureau.
For example:

"Once the war had begun there was no reason to question the
FBI's ability to deal energetically with foreign espionage agents
and saboteurs. ... " (p. 200)



Memorandum, Smith tdoullivan
Book Review: Burn After Reading

by Ladislas Farago

"In 1940, the FBI scored a tremendous victory of lasting significance,

when it Succeeded in penetrating, through exceptionally smart s

detective; work, one of the Abwehr fs greatest secrets, the microdot

system used in the transmission of secret messages* .
.. " (p. 201)

«

"J. Edgar Hoover directed the huge spy hunt with unprecedented

-

finesse...." (p. 202)
*

Chapter Summaries

1. "Operation Canned Meat"--Describes Gestapo's creation of a "cause for

war" by creating incidents at Polish border immediately prior to

German invasion of Poland in 1939. Also, tells how prior German
intelligence led to Germany1 s quick success in Poland.

2. The Fox in His |j§|p--Describes Abwehr (German Military Intelligence)

and some of fts activities prior to World War II.

3. Canaris Paves the Way—Additional activities of Abwehr.

4. Stagnation in the Allied Camp— British and French intelligence services

and their inadequacies prior to World War II.

5. The Trojan Horses—-Weakness of German political intelligence described.

Also, description of how British intelligence agents were entrapped

by the Nazis.

6. The Great Carillon—How British intelligence caught Nazi agents in

. England and then took over the agents 1 wireless sets to pass
false information to the Germans.

7. Straws in the North Wind—Tells of Quisling's part in the German
occupation of Norway. Also, information on Germany1 s occupation

of Denmark. *

8. Behind the Battle of Europe—German intelligence efforts prior to

invasion of Belgium.

- 4-



Memorandum Smith to Sullivan

Book Review: Burn After Reading

By Ladislas Farago

.9. Churchill at t|e Helm—Author gives high praise to Churchill whose
return td government brought revamping of the British intelligence

service and introduction of new agencies or resistance.

10. The Bitter Weeds of England—How British intelligence services counteract

Abwehr's espionage attempts and passed to the Nazis much false

information which was instrumental in preventing the planned
German invasion of Great Britain.

11. Barbarossa-Ahwehr's failures in its intelligence efforts against

the Soviet Union prior to invasion gave Hitler confidence to go

ahead with Russian invasion. Also, how Stalin failed to heed
* - warnings developed by Allies on German invasion plans.

12. Footloose in "Sicily"--Describes Soviet Intelligence and several net-

works of Soviet agents active throughout Europe.

13. Rhapsody in Red—Describes anti-Nazi underground group in Germany
called Rote Kapelle which co-operated with the Soviets.

14. War in the Wings--Italian intelligence service and activities against

American and British described.

15. A Man 6&lled "Ramsey"—Richard Sorge ! s q>y ring in Tokyo described.

16. Target: United States—Japanese intelligence activities in Washington,

D. C. , and Pearl Harbor prior to Pearl Harbor attack.

17. The Magic of the Black Chamber— (previously mentioned)

18. Donovan1 s Brain—Weaknesses of American espionage prior to World
War IL Author praises Admiral Zacharias 1 work at ONI and

William J. Donovan's in the Office of Strategic Services (OSS)

*

19. The Misery and Grandeur of the Secret War—Soviet guerilla successes

against Nazi Wermacht and Nazi successes against various

resistance groups in Western Europe described.



Memorandum Smith to Sullivan

Book Review: Burn After Reading
By Ladislas Farago

20. On the Eve of D-Day~American intelligence efforts prior to D-Day
related.

21. The House on Herren Street—Activities of anti-Nazi groups in Germany
and Allen W. Dulles1 work in Switzerland with various anti-Nazi

groups of the German High Command. Author praises work of

Dulles and claims that his work might have ended the war without

the D-Day invasion having been necessary,

22. The Surrender of Japan—Author describes his work in Special War facer.}

Branch of ONI during World War H. Praises Zacharias and his

efforts towards Japan's surrender which author believes could

have ended the war without necessity for dropping the atomic

V.z bombs.

Bibliography

A bibliography of about 150 books on intelligence and espionage is

set forth at the end of the book. This list includes The FBI Story by
Don Whitehead. Farago also acknowledges gratitude to authors of eleven

specific magazine articles, four of which were written by the Director.

The articles by the Director were:
1. "How the Nazi spy invasion was smashed, " American

,

September, 1944.

2. "Hitler's spying sirens, " American, December, 1944.

3. "Enemy's masterpiece of espionage, " Reader's Digest

April, 1946.

4. "Spy who double-crosser Hitler, " American, May, 1946.

The Author

Ladislas Farago was born September 21, 1906, in Hungary. He
was educated in Budapest and married a Hungarian woman in Berlin in 1934.

He entered the United States in November, 1937, as a temporary visitor.

Though he has since had numerous extensions of his original permit, as of

February, 1960, he said he had still not obtained U. S. citizenship.

-6-
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Book Review: Burn After Reading
\
*;

By Ladislas Parago

\ .
.

Referral/Consult

Bureau investigations: Farago was the subject of a Security

Matter~C investigation in 1945 f which was closed after he was identified as I;.

In 1952-53, he was subject of an

Espionage-Impersonation investigation, which was closed after there was no

ind;fiqation of a violation* From 1950 to 1955, he was subject of an Internal

Security-Israel investigation, which was closed after the Department advised

there was no violation of Registration Act,

Employment: Prior to coming to the United States, Farago has

said, , he was a war correspondent for the London Sunday Chronicle , While in

-'this country, he has been a free lance writer, an editor and research director

for the Committee for National Morale in New York Citv during 194Q to 1942,

I ~l Since 1SJ46. he has been engaged in research and writing
for Radio Free Europe, the United Nations World magazine, and various jv

other magazines in the United States.
" Referrai/consuit

The Man and His Writings : In 1950, a Bureau informant who had !

given reliable information in the past described Farago as a brilliant journalist
[

but a man of no integrity, no scruples, and no political convictions, j

;

In February, 1954, the Bureau obtained a copy of an article entitled

"Anatomy of FBI Reports" written by Farago for publication in lhe Reporter

magazine. Though the article never was published, it contained half-truths

and misrepresentations about the Bureau. At that time the Director noted

regarding Farago: "I assume we are taking steps to block Farago1 s

naturalization. Such a scoundrel should not have the advantages of American
citizenship.

"

In March, 1954, the Bureau reviewed the subject's book, War of Wit%
then soon to be published. The book contained a chapter on the FBI in which
Farago praised the Bureau as the outstanding organization of its type in the

World.

Farago has written numerous books including Abyssinia on the Eve
,

Palestine at the Crossroads, and The Riddle of Arabia. While in the country,

he has also written many sensational-type magazine articles dealing with

intelligence and espionage subjects.

-7-
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Book Review: Burn After Reading,

by Ladislas Farago Referral/ Consult -

The book is being sent to the Bureau Library.
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Title of Book ——

(
HAROLD CUMMINS, CHARLES MIDH), M. D,

Author ^

Book Reviews (62-46855)

Central Research Section

This book has come to the attention of the Central Research Section. Without review,

a spot check indicates the book relates, or may relate to the responsibilities of the following

Sections and/or Divisions. (See "Nature of Book" at bottom of page.)

(Please initial in the appropriate box, and return promptly to the Central Research Section*)
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COMMUNISM CAN BE DESTROYED!"
WILLIAM STEUART MCBIRNIE
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Captioned book, How Communism Can Be Destroyed! is a plea for

America to seize theT53Hative and offensive in the world struggle between
communism and freedom. It claims that our basic mistake has been following

a consistent pattern of merely responding to communist aggression. According

to author McBirnie, this can be achieved through educating the nation to the

communist peril, withdrawing any aid to communist- infiltrated nations,

supporting active pro- freedom revolutions in communist orientated countries,

increasing our global propaganda for democracy and the American way of life,

blockading communist- dominated countries, and not making any more agree-

ments for the suspension of atomic tests. There is no mention of the Director

or the FBI.

^ }
jh&m S*fea&^McBirnie , a lecturer and church pastor, is presently Moderator

for the Crusade for Americanism at Glendale, ^CaMornia, which was organized

early in 1961 to provide an opportunity for the average American citizen to

help his government meet the communist challenge through his community,
not, however, from a "John Birch" viewpoint. Its avowed purpose is to conduct

an educational program on the nature and menace of communism and to

strengthen the principles of American freedom and liberty. This group is

headed by Lewis Gough, former national commander of the American legion.

The policy statement of the Crusade for Americanism is that the
"'Crusade shall follow the suggestions for education and action as set forth in

the writings and releases of J. Edgar Hoover. .

.

T " This statement was
incorporated in the Congressional Record of 8/22/61 by Congressman Smith (R),

California. The Director has been requested to speak before the Crusadfe^n
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Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re Book Review tfHow Communism Can Be Destroyed!"
by Dr. William Steuart McBirnie

several occasions and has declined. Bureau files contain no derogatory information
re McBirnie nor has any investigation been conducted of him or the Crusade
for Americanism. (62- 106364-A Los Angeles Times 8/20/61; 66-1731-2015;

94-55888-1)

Captioned book was gratuitously furnished to our Los Angeles office

by Dr. McBirnie during his contacts with that office on other matters.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. to

5010-104

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

^ to : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) date*. 12/29/61

om : SAC, NEW YORK (100-87835)

<^
subject: BOOK BY JOSEPH B. MATTHEWS

PUBLISHED BY THE BOOKMAILER
BOOK REVIEWS

ReBulet, $/9/6l, and NYlet, 8/23/61.

Telephone Inquiry of the Bookmailer, 209 East
34th Street, NYC, on 12/29/61, revealed that the Bookmailer

// has not published any book by JOSEPH B. MATTHEWS and that
no such publication is presently contemplated, The only
item by MATTHEWS of recent publication date is a reprint of
an article from "American Opinion," entitled "Odyssey of
a Fellow Traveler," which sells for $1.00.

The foregoing is being submitted for the information
of the Bureau.
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Title of Book

Author

ook Reviews (62-46855)

Central Research Section

This book has come to the attention of the Central Research Section, Without review,

a spot check indicates the book relates, or may relate to the responsibilities of the following

Sections and/or Divisions. (See "Nature of Book" at bottom of page.)

(Please initial in the appropriate box, and return promptly to the Central Research Section,)

ROUTING

Domestic Intelligence Division

CH Central Research, Room HO Espionage, Room IM'
CD Internal Security, Room
CZl Liaison, Room.

Nationalities Intelligence, Room
Subversive Control, Room

I I Identification Division

[Z] Section, Room

EZ) Training & Inspection Division

CZ3 Section, Room

[ZD Administrative Division

U3 Section, Room

I i Files & Communications Division

Section, Room

\Z2 Investigative Division

I I Section, Room
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Labor

Sec/ion, Room
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Book review not
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED- SfA,TES..GOVERNi,i^NT

PROM

subject: BOOK MV£Mk
YMIMrTTaND'THE SARDINES
BY JUAN JOSE AREVALO

date: 12/14/61
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SYNOPSIS,

he
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ff
27i$ STzarft and tfte Sardines 0 is criticism of U. S. State

Department policies as related to latin America during the Twentieth
Century. Author states values which served as motivating forces in

the days of U. S. independence were pushed aside and "North America
as a nation obtained know how, sentiments and appetites of financial
genius Rockefeller ©" Grandeur of spirit was replaced by greed. U. S. ^
Government became entrepreneur for business and protector of commercial*
profits controlled by Wall Street. While U. S. became great, progress A
in Latin America came to a halt. International treaties described as \
farce when pacted between a Shark (U. S.J and a sardine (Iatin-Americaifa 'im
countries). Author, former President of Guatemala 194$~51, is
nationalistic in approach to Latin-American a ffairs* admittedly ant i-\
imperialist but states he is not a communist. \

1 \
Publisher Lyle Stuart also publishes scandal sheet A 3

which has been critical of the Director and FBI. S
: |

Referral/Consult
RECOMMENDATION!

For information,

DETAILS:

The Fable

MOT S$££ORDE©

146 DEO ^ ^61

Author begins his book with a fable depicting a mighty
storm on the sea—everything is in turmoil and all marine life is
engrossed in the ever present problem of mere existence, respecting
their neighbors despite themselves. The calm finds the Shark and the
sardine occupying the same lair, the sardine dying of fright, the
Shark amused. A third creature combining the features of a jellyfish,
squid and serpent enters as high priest of the ocean representing the
law* The Shark and. sardine are blessed and told ffLittle sardine, the
Shark will be your big brother, your protector. You will be little

ZIA tjnpsbjs LW
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Memorandum Donahoe to Sullivan
Re: BOOK REVIEV/:

THE SHARK AND THE SARDINES
BY JUAN JOSE AREVAZO

sister^ the protected." A treaty is made with mixed emotions while
other inhabitants of the ocean heckle and laugh at the proceedings.
The fable concludes with "praised be omnipresent law... the Shark
state is equal to the sardine state. New life for the sardine
mortgaged to perpetuity. Peace of mind for the Shark at the hour of
final judgement. 0

History

This section begins by stating the ability to turn the U0 S.

upside down had been bestowed by providence on the gold of "that once
Mexican land, California." He then briefly traces U. S. history from
a latin-American point of view from l8$Q to the early 1900's, during
which period he states the U. S. State Department and New York bankers
operated as a "two-headed animal," with the State Department making
promises on the one hand uohich the bankers mocked. In 1902, however,
the two heads became one under the presidency of Theodore Roosevelt
who stated "the (U. S.J Congress has wisely provided that we shall
build at once an isthmian canal if possible through Panama." With
these words Arevalo states the U. S. proclaims itself "master of the
continent," with authority to build a canal wherever they choose.
Author continues by describing so-called legal maneuverings, treaties,
revolutions, and other pressures utilized by U. S. throughout
Latin America, all for the profit of the Shark and detriment of the
individual and collective sardines.

Philosophy

Author states the case of Nicaragua shows how the Shark
attacks and how the law disguises the attack. It shows us how the
system of international law functions and tells us what legality is.

Yfhoever wants to look for other proof will find it in each and every
one of the Zat in-American Republics. When the law makes haste to

compose documents in which the sardine is spoken of as a "high contracting
party," this is done to serve the irrepressible purposes of the Shark.
The Shark is going to swallow the sardine no matter what wrapping is
used for a disguise. Author states that he learned over a six-year
period as President, much to his disappointment, that Latin America is

neither in paradise nor in hell, but simply passing through a grim
period of prostitution, of men.

2



Memorandum Donahoe to Sullivan
Re: BOOK REVIEW:

THE SHARK AND THE SARDINES
BY JUAN JOSE AREVALO

The Glutting

According to the author, the gods have destined
latin America to be a source of raw materials for transatlantic
empires, first Spain, then England, now the U* S* He then gives
the following reasons why things have happened as they have in

Latin America* (l) The UQ S* speaks a language that has fought
everything Spanish for centuries; (2) in religion, the U* S*

represents the group of Protestant, nations that for centuries have
opposed the Catholic Church; (J) the S* represents modern
democracy that has been corrupted by incorporating into its high
command as many millionaires as wanted to be incorporated, while
the Latin Americans believe in Juridic democracy; (4) the U*

has mutilated our Latin-American Republics, bombed their capitals,
landed troops, and murdered Latin Americans without declaring war;
and ($) during the last 3° years, almost all Latin-American wealth
has been carried off. He ends each of the above statements with the
phrase "because they are our brothers* "

The Den

The author concludes elaborating on the theme that the
U. S. State Department lacks the independence necessary to give an
official and definitive opinion once and for all to the depressed
countries of Latin America* The U. S* economic and financial de-
velopment has forced State Department to become an organ of expression
and business agent for world plutocracy* Any economic or financial
agreement the State Department might "honorably" make with
Latin-American countries would lack force and real validity unless .

first approved by bankers, industrialists, businessmen and publishers,
who really govern the If* S* and try to govern the world* He then
attempts to show how Wall Street, comprised of the Rockefeller, Morgan,
Mellon, DuPont and Ruhn Loeb organizations, coupled with other key
business groups in the V* S*, control $250,000,000,000 of the world's
economy. The National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) is the

official voice of this group* He then ties both the Democratic and
Republican Parties in the U. So in with Wall Street and proceeds to
list various U. S* public officials up to and including the Eisenhower
administration, showing their business backgrounds and affiliations*

3



Memorandum Donahoe to Sullivan
Be:. BOOK REVIEW:

THE SHARK AND THE SARDINES
BY JUAN JOSE AREVALO

The Author

Juan Jose Arevalo was President of Guatemala, 194$-51*
He is an educator by profession and is presently teaching at
\Central University, Caracas, Venezuela* Politically, he variously
has been considered left wing, liberal, nationalistic, and by his
own admission in 1944 a Socialist* During his Presidency, communists
were appointed to hey positions in Guatemala; however, he avowedly is

opposed to all imperialist nations including Russia* Though con-'

sistently critical of the U. S., he states "I am not a communist."
Vfhile he has previously stated "To attack the U. S* is a specialty
whiqh I claim for myself," in April, I96I9 he reportedly stated he
had stopped making anti-U. S. statements because he found the Soviets
were using them for p$$paganda purposes.

rm -n. 1 1 • -u — Referral/Consult
The Publisher

Lyle Stuart is President of Expose, Incorporated, 22$
Lafayette Street, New York City, which, among others, publishes "The
Independent," a newspaper vfoich has been characterized as a sensational-

type and irresponsible publication. It is anti-Catholic, anti-Semitic
and virtually ant i everything. Stuart in the past has published
uncomplimentary articles relative to the Bureau and has often misquoted
the Director. He is currently under investigation by the Bureau based
on activities in connection with the Fair Play for Cuba Committee.

OBSERVATIONS:

Arevalo has consistently criticized the U. S. for its alleged
Wall Street diplomacy and has contended the U. S. will have trouble in
Latin America as long as it maintains its Guantanamo Base, the
Panama Canal, and insists on its rights of agreement. where no
agreement exists.*. to build a canal in Nicaragua. He has effectively

- 4 -



Memorandum Donahoe to Sullivan
Ret BOOK REVIEW:

THE SHARK AND THE SARDINES
BY JUAN JOSE AREVALO

utilized this theme from a biased Latin-American propaganda view-
point, picking out isolated historical facts, playing up our
differences, and tying them together in a form which apparently,
has been well received by anti-U, S* latin Americans and critics.

-5-
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SAC, Boston

i H
1 - Section tickler
1 - Yellow file copy

2 - Original & copy
1 - 100-16842 (Nearing)

January 8, 1902

n

Director, FBI (52-4§t55)

FREEDOM, WSLQW8M AND MENACE
BOOK BY 8COTT MAKING

) BOOK RBYIEWS

Be Philadelphia letter dated 12/27/W, captioned "SCOTT NSABING;

SECURITY MATTER - C. M

Re letter iadicatod captioned book has bee* published by the Social

Science feetitato, Hearberaide, Maine.

jm should discreetly obtain oae copy of tie captioned book amd

forward it to the Bureau marked to the atteirtkm of the Central Research Section.

1 - Philadelphia (100-1505) {Mo. )
(Registered Mail)

AMB:maj^c-v

(9)

NOTE ON YELLOW: Special Agent C D. Brennan, Central Research Section,

request^MK. Decision re review of book will be made after it is received.

Book will be placed in the Bureau Library. Bureau Library check negative;

only reference Bureau indicfes^ 100-16842-285 (incoming mail).
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UNITED STATES GOVERME

Memorandum
TO

FROM

subject:

Mr. W. C. Sullivan

R. W. Smith \g

THE FUND FOR THE REPUBLIC
BOOK REVIEW^f^RITERS ON THE LEFT

ETSBY DMIEITA2LRON
CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

date: January 16, 1962

SYNOPSIS:

Captlonedboo^ reviewed by Central Research SectionTslhe ninth in

a series of studies financed by Ford Fund for the Republic to assess communist
influence in American life. Author's!

to Bureau Agents that

in 1951. voluntarily admitted

\ |
In 1938, one Daniep^aron, probably identical witn author, a faculty

member atHarvard University, was reported to have suggested that a petition

be circulated requesting the extension of a teaching contract for a teacher

alleged to be a Party member. Book is comprehensive, scholarly study as to

why the American intellectual, particularly the gifted writer, was attracted to

the radical and later to the communist movement during 'the 1920s and the 1930s

and why most of them by the 1940s had become disenchanted. Book limited to

being a "social chronicle of the Left Wing writer, " and is not literary criticism

of the 'writing* that came out of the movement. Author contends that Left Wirig

intellectuals became attracted to the Party because of the times— the Great-

Depression, struggles of labor, rise of fascism abroad—not because the Party
made them radicals. Writers increasing inability to reconcile their art with ^
"activist politics, " and their inability to rationalize such issues as the great_^^
purges of the 1930s and the Nazi- Soviet Pact of 1939 caused their dis-
lllusionment. Mike Gold, long a dedicated communist writer, praised
Writers on the Left, as a "respectful and very solid book, "—"not a Marxist

There is no mention of the Director or the FBI.book.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.
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Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: "The Fund for the Republic

Book Review: Writers on the Left

By Daniel Aaron"

DETAILS:

Writers on the Left , subtitled Episodes in American Literary Commu-
nism, by Daniel Aaron, published in 1961 by Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.

,

New York City, has been reviewed by the Central Research Section.

Book Sponsored by the Fund for the Republic

This book is the ninth in a series of studies on communism in American
life under the general editorship of Clinton L. Rossiter. This project was begun

in January, 1955, when the Ford Fund for the Republic allocated funds for the

series. (100-3-82-320; 100-391697-632)

The Author
, ,

/
s

.

;

j

-
:

According to trie blurb,) Daniel Aaron was born in Chicago, graduated

from the University of Michigan in 1933, and received his Ph. D. degree from
Harvard University. He is presently Mary Augusta Jordan Professor of English

Language and Literature at Smith College. He has spent his professional life

teaching at colleges and universities here and abroad and during that time
has written and edited five books on American history and literature.

Daniel Aaron has never been investigated bv the Bureau. However ,

h'o

blC
b7D
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Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: "The Fund for the Republic

Book Review: Writers on the Left

By Daniel Aaron"

In 1938, one Daniel Aaron, probably identical with the author,

a faculty member at Harvard University, was reported to have suggested that

a petition be circulated requesting the extension of a teaching contract for a

teacher alleged to be a Communist Party member. (100~391697-65;121-20223-27)

Clinton L. Rossiter

Clinton L. Rossiter, head of the study project on communism in

American life financed by the Ford Fund for the Republic is currently

John L. Senior Professor of American Institutions at Cornell University.

(Who's Who in America, 1960-61, p. 2481)

Bufiles indicate that Rossiter was disapproved for security clearance

following an investigation by another Government agency which conducts

intelligence investigations because he gave as a reference a person who had been
listed as one of the individuals controlling the American Russian Institute of

Hollywood, California. The American Russian Institute has been designated

by the Attorney General pursuant to Executive Order 10450. (116-78904-26;

100-391697-632; Monograph, The Fund for the Republic, pp. 49, 96)

Mention of the Director and FBI

There is no reference to either the Director or the FBI in this book.

Scholarly Presentation

Writers on the Left is a comprehensive (460 pp. ), extremely well

documented, scholarly study as to why the American intellectual, and in

particular the gifted writer, was attracted to the radical and later the communist
movement during the 1920s and the 1930s and why most of them during the 1940s

had become disenchanted. Aaron has achieved this through consulting biographical

and historical material, radical, liberal and conservative publications, private

letters and memoranda, and in many cases through personal interviews with

the writers involved in the Left literary movement. As a result of the exhaustive

research involved, the objective and lucid presentation supplemented by copious

explanatory notes, this book is undoubtedly unique in its field. It is limited, as

*» 3 —
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Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: "The Bind for the Republic

Book Review: Writers on the Left

By Daniel Aaron11

Aaron points out in his preface, to being a "social chronicle of the Left Wing
writer, " and is not literary criticism of the writing that came out of the move-
ment.

Ideas of Communism Attracted Intellectuals, Not the Communist Party,

USA (CPUSA)
"

It is Aaron1 s contention that the Left Wing intellectuals, many of

whom did not actually join the CPUSA but could be classified as fellow travellers,

became associated with the communist movement because the times, not the

Party, made them radicals. The great Depression of the thirties and its ensuing

misery—the hungry, the evicted, the exploitation of the Negro, the struggles of

labor—and the rise of fascism abroad and its attendant evils, excited the

imagination of the writers. The program of the Communist Party "attracted

them because it alone seemed to have a correct diagnosis of America's social

sickness and a remedy for it.

"

It was not actually the communist political organization in the

United States that appealed to them but the idea of belonging to an "international

movement whose ultimate triumph no temporary setbacks could avert, that one

was working for mankind." To this end, they wrote novels, poems, play§

criticism, and reports, and became active in and lent their names to all types

of communist front groups. They subordinated the artist's creativeness and
inherent freedom of expression to the political domination of the communists.

It was their increasing inability to reconcile their art with "activist politics, "

to cope with boredom "that repelled them, " and their inability to rationalize such

particular issues as the great purges of the 1930* s, Stalin's persecution of his

own nationals who had been sent to aid the Spanish Loyalists, or the Nazi-Soviet

pact of 1939, that caused their disillusionment and disaffection by the 1940s.

Book Praised by Communist Writer

Although this book mentions most of the writers associated with

literary communism during the aforementioned period, it deals specifically with

the experiences of a relatively small number of people who represented the

prevailing attitudes among a cross section of the literary left such as

- 4 -
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Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: "The Fund for the Republic

Book Review: Writers on the Left

By Daniel Aaron"

Joseph Freeman, Granville Hicks, Max Eastman, V. F. Calverton, Floyd Dell,

Malcolm Cowley, John Dos Passos, and the still dedicated communist writer,

Mike Gold. Gold, who has just returned from a six-month visit to the Soviet

Union, recently commented on Writers on the Left:

"It is not slanderous. It's a respectful and

very solid book. It is not a Marxist book.

"

The Worker, January 8, 1962, p. 9.

-5-



Memorandum
UNITED STATES GOVElMflENT

TO

FROM

subject:

Mr. W. C. Sullivan

R. W. SmitEh^/

date: January 15, 1962

A,

BOCK REVIEW^ONTROL DESK EVALUATION
CENTRAL RESEARCH SECTION
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Origin and Purpose

The Book Review Control Desk was established in the Central

Research Section in January, 1959, as a central control and repository

for book reviews at the Seat of Government.

Scope

The Book Review Control Desk: (1) evaluates requests for books
to be purchased and reviewed, (2) handles recommendations as to what
Division should write the review, and (3) maintains a record of pending

book review assignments, completed reviews, and other pertinent data

concerning each review.

Cost of Operation

« Creation of this Desk has not resulted in any additional cost to

the Bureau^ operations, since the work was absorbed by combining the new
function with that of the previously existing Publications Desk without any

increase in personnel.

Control

Records of ail bookereviews are maintained in a main control

file (62-46855), which is checked monthly to ascertain whether existing

instructions are being complied with by Bureau supervisors preparing

RSGrmaj ^
(6)

1 - Mr. Sullivan

n
1 - Section Policy Folder

1 - Section Tickler
1 -R. S. Garner

REC- .127
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Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: Book Review Control Desk Evaluation

Central Research Section

reviews. A card index system is kept regarding each review showing the

title, author, official who ordered the review, Section to which the review

was assigned, and completion date. These index cards are maintained for

an indefinite period, for they are of practical value and demand only a

minimum of upkeep. For reference purposes, tickler copies of reviews

prepared are retained for 60 days.

Final decision for the purchase of books rests with the

Administrative Division, which clears and approves the recommendation for

the purchase of any book suggested for review.

Reviews Conducted

During the period July 17, 1961, through January 12, 1962, a
total of 48 books was received by Seat of Government personnel for review
or reference. Twenty-two books were reviewed and 22 were retained for

reference purposes. Twenty books were received at the Bureau from
outside sources. Of the 16 book reviews prepared by the Domestic
Intelligence Division during referenced period, 10 were done by the Central
Research Section.

Instructions

Complete, current instructions concerning the Book Review Control

Desk are included in Section 62 of the Supervisors! Manual.

Over-All Value

The Book Review Control Desk performs a valuable service because
it: (1) eliminates duplication both in the purchase of books for review and in

the writing of reviews, (2) insures immediate determination as to whether a
book review has been or is being written, and (3) enables Seat of Government
personnel to obtain quickly copies of book reviews for reference.

Future Action

The work of the Book Review Control Desk will continue to be closely

examined and evaluated by the Central Research Section for any streamlining

measures to improve its operation. No changes are deemed necessary at the

present. A status report will be submitted knilMlty; i' -

RECOMMENDATION;

None. For your information.

n ^ *"



OKlONAL fORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVE^pffi:

Memorandum
TO Mr. DeLoac

FROM

subject:

date: 1-17-62

M. PSl)^^,^ry^

ô
OOKRFVffiW, "I WANT TO QUIT WINNERS"
BY HAROLD S. SMITH, SR.., OWNER OF HAROLDS CLUB
RENO, NEVADA

On 1-9-62 Frank Brabant, Curator of Harolds Club Museum, Ren<

Nevada, called at the Bureau and was interviewed by Inspector Kemper, who stated

"This individual is a complete egotist. " Kemper stated Brabant could talk about nothing

but himself. Originally Jack Carpenter, Administrative Assistant to Senator Alan Bible

(D-Nev. ), called the Director's Office and advised that Brabant was in town and would ^
like to shake hands with the Director. The Director stated he could not do it. Brabant )

left with Kemper a booklet titled "Harolds Club Museum of the Old West" which shows h±

his name and position on the title page. He also left with Mr. Kemper a copy of the X
book, "I Want To Quit Winners, " by Harold S. Smith, Sr. , which is not autographed tdS

any particular individual, but merely contains on the first inside page, TTm with you V?

Harolds. Smith Sr." l

0

The book is an autobiography of Harold S. Smith, Sr. , and is also a ^
|
history of Harolds Club at Reno, Nevada. It is allegedly the largest gambling casino \}y

J
in the United States. The book is interesting from a reader's standpoint, but contains^

no information of Value to the FBI. It would appear at first blush that the author is arr

egotist, but as the reader gets into Smith's early life and sees how he was "kicked S
around" as a victim of a broken home and was forced to leave school at an early age, e
his egotism turns, to pride in that he has attained the position he now has, as owner of^-

the worlds-largest gambling casino, in spite of a very bleak and uncertain childhoodo <5

FBI is mentioned only one time. On page 51 author explains that fT.

Nevada State Gaming Control Board is headed by an ex-FBI man. He goes on to say tfife

State has regulations for the fingerprinting of all employees, even stenographers, in g
gambling casinos and all dice and cards must be available for inspection by an agent
of the Control Board at any time. Smith tells fabulous stories of amateur and profes-
sional gamblers who have won and lost fortunes in his place and mentions many of them
by name. The book reveals that Harold S. Smith, Sr. , is a showman and gambler at

heart, and it is because of his long hours and constant alertness to what is going on at

his casino at all times that he has been able to build it into the fabulous gambling plac

it is today.

1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.
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i
M« A. Jones to DeLoach Memo
re: BOOK REVIEW, "I WANT TO QUIT WINNERS"
1-17-62

The 19th chapter of this book, beginning on page 281, is titled "My
Primer Of Gambling. M Smith explains various gambling games, such as, dice, 21,

baccarat, chuck-a-luck, roulette, etc. There are drawings to enlighten those

interested in such games, and he winds up the chapter by stating, "So there, briefly,

is my Primer on Gambling. " He stated he does not attempt the details of Hoyle, but

merely offers some valuable "do's" and "don't's" in gambling,

BUFILES: There is no derogatory data in Bufiles on Harold S. Smith, Sr. There are

several references indicating that Harolds Club is owned jointly by Harold S. Smith,

his father and his brother, Raymond L Smith and Raymond A. Smith, and that all owners
of the Club have been particularly cooperative with Bureau Agents and all employees of

the Club have been instructed to furnish any information requested by Bureau Agents

(62-75147-44, page 109). Other references show author of this book was victim of

attempted extortion on two occasions and his full name is Harold Stewart Smith (9-

16997-12 and 9-33985-3).

RECOMMENDATION:

That no acknowledgment be made to Harold S. Smith, Sr. , for this book
left with Mr. Kemper by Frank Brabant, as it appears that Brabant possibly had Smith

autograph several copies for him, and he (Brabant) is giving them to anyone he might

care to. In this case, it is felt he left one with Mr. Kemper thinking the Director might
shake hands with him. A showman like Harold S. Smith, Sr. , or an extrovert like

Brabant might use a letter.from Mr. Hoover for commercial purposes.

2 -
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BOOK REVIEW
fyrail tiBb fm world"

by Charge Liaooia KaSIEvell ,
'

Commander, AMERICAN MSI PARTY

George Lincoln Rockwell, Commander of subject
organisation, has made available a copy of hie book "This Time the
World," The book itself is 440 pages Is length and It was printed
and bound by Rockwell and members of his American Nazi Party, The
Aserican Nazi Party is an anti-Negro, anti-Semitic organisation
fashioned along fascist lines with headquarters in Arlington,
Virginia,

The book is an autobiography of Rockwell and his involve-
ment in what he terms "politics*" Rockwell goes back to his early
life and proceeds to analyse the events which led him to the
formation of the American Mas! Party, Numerous photographs of
Adolf Hitler and scenes from Germany during the Max! regime are
spread throughout the book* Also Included in the book are numerous
photographs of Rockwell and his family.

The dedication of the book is to Adolf Hitler and contains
the following:

"Out of the mud and slime of lies, your holy, red,
white and black Swastika has been flung back into the
skies in Virginia, United States of America, and we pledge
you our lives, Adolf Hitler, that we shall not flag or
fall until we shall have utterly destroyed the forces of
Marxism and darkness,"

In the preface Rockwell sets forth the following concerning
his own intellectual attainments:

"I believe that modesty is either a virtue made
utterly necessary by the fact that the possessor is
indeed of only modest mental stature, or else it is
disgusting hypocrisy of the most revolting kind, A
truly superior mind, which can apprehend the mightiest
facts and ideas in the universe, - facts which are
unthinkable to the millions and billions of human beings,
can surely perceive its own relationship to those
depressing billions of empty heeds, Such a great mind
can surely realize its own altitude with regard to the

£2- 'Mirf-'/6i
tWGLOSURE



wont - Ilk* Hinds which squirm and crawl by the
billions in the mud of life* And when such * mind
becomes thoroughly aware of the gift which Mature has
bestowed on it, It Is en met of gross dishonor to sake
a mealy-southed protease to be 9 Just one of the stupid
herd 9 in order to curry favor with the amy of idlotsp
sad be able to lower one*© eyes 'modestly' while the
forces of organized boobory extoll one's genius* It is
sot necessary, to be sure, to go about boasting and
whooping about one's gifts, but, in his chosen field, I
believe it is proper and honorable to be proud and
conscious of that superiority, exactly as our Viking for-
bears were not ashamed to stand manfully forth with tales
pt their own prowess and courage in battle*

"In exactly that senee, then, 1 am prepared to set
forth my story, the good with the bad* I as neither
afraid to admit my sistakes, nor am I afraid to lay claim
to sy own genius. What the world say be not yet ready to
admit, I will wring from it by simple demonstration, ~ in
combat*"

MEirrxoir or thi mi

The nil is mentioned in 11 instances in the book.
There are no derogatory statements In the book concerning the
FBI; however, it should be noted that on pages 1S7 and 188 Rockwell
sets forth that while he was publishing ,1U. 3* tody" in Washington,
D* Ct , he was approached by one Frank Bryer of "Army Times" and an
offer was made to Rockwell to put out a companion magaaclns to
V0# S» Lady9 to be called "Q» »* Officer*" According to Bryer the
financing for this magazine would come "from the Soviet Union*"
According to Rockwell, Bryer was willing to pay Rockwell's fare
and expenses to go to Texas to see the "interests" who wanted to
publish the magaxine. This inforsâ loii atibaefluantlv was brought
to the attention of the IBI through

Rockwell states in his book, "So I got a call from

bo
b7C
b7D

agents, and told them the story when they asked me to* They
suggested I go and see what it was all about, and implied that there
would be agents around is ease it was dangerous* So I agreed to
investigate the thing*" Rockwell states he made the trip to Texas
and met a millionaire but that no agreement was reached and he
returned to Washington,

2



Ueaorandua for Mr. Belaont

Rockwell then »kii tha statement* "Then the FBI ^
deuble-croseed »e ~ unintentionally, t fool sure now* I had
told the* that Bryerm with tha "Aray flans, 11 an outfit which
could kayo ruined so in tha aarvica publishing business, and 1
did not want bis to team* I had given tha story to tha IMU But
they interrogated his anyway, and let hi* know that they were
looking into tha Soviet Union' bit."

wmmi or bprrau rogg

On 1/31/55 Colonel Thenaa Jf # Sharps, 8, S* Amy, furniahed
laforsstlen obtained froa a friend, G. Lincoln Rockwell* Ha stated
that Rockwell waa Preeident of tha Aaerican Service Publiehing
Coapany, Incorporated, Sees 49ft, Walker Building, ?M 18th Street,
Northweet, Washington, !> C # ; waa endeavoring to publiah a now
Magazine, "United State* Lady," dealgaad to interest wives of
flerviceaen; and waa residing with hia wife, whom ho set in Iceland,
at the Icelandic Legation in Waahington, ©« C.

Colonel Sharps then furnished, in detail, contacta of
Rockwell by Frank M, Bryara (subject of 105-35611). Bryare told
Itockwell that ho had a friend in Texaa, Troy ?. Post, President of
the Aaerican Independence Inauranco Coapany of Keuaton, who waa
interested in aaalating Rockwell in the publication of "U. S. Lady;"
suggested that Rockwell fly to Texaa, at Peat* a expense, to diacuaa
the venture; and otatod that if ff

tf# S* Lady" were successful, Poat
had son* ideas of hia own* Bryara allegedly told Itockwell that the
money to finance the deal would lone froa the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics (OMR).

0a 2/1/55, Rockwell waa interviewed by the Waahington
Field Office at which tiae he furniahed aubatantially the ease
above information* He aaid when he queationed Bryara about the
USSR furniahing the funds, Bryara shrugged hia shoulders and said,
"Maybe froa the «SSt*« Itockwell adviaed that the statesent sight
have been aade in Jest or sight hav# been the result of several
cocktails consumed by Bryara at that tiae. During the interview,
Rockwell requested the inforaation he furniahed not 1m diaaeainated,
particularly to was queried about his intentions to sake the
trip to Texas; Mentioned that ho was a strong advocate of Senator
Joseph McCarthy; and remarked that he considered practically every
United States publication nleft-wing* M

On 2/2/55 Rockwell advised he was leaving for Dalian,
Texaa, on 2/5/55 and would atay at the Dallaa Athletic Club*



It waa mmtm$ that the Waehlngtoa Field Office iadleee
concerning Iryare, Seokwell and Poet were negative* (105-35611-1

** 1-4 (12»

la reference to the above alleged atateaent nade fcy

Frank If* Bryare (aafejeet #f 105-35011) t» Oeorge Lined* Beekwell
that the US1K weald finance *»# 8 # Lady," Waehlagtea field furaiehed
a bleak amee eettiag eat an interview with Bryara t»y Waahington
Yield on 2/15/55* During thia tin», Bryara denied ewer having aade
aay reference te the WIS* la hia ceavereatiene with Stockwell,

aa to the part which be actually played in the atteapt to got Beekwell
to eater iato a baelaeee deal with Srsnum* frlead, trey Y» Foot.
Aoeerdiag to Bryara, Feet wee iatereeted ia tho prlatiag of
"©V S* Lady" ao well ao too fiaaacial control of Beekwell*

e

baelaeee. (Blank aeao
eaeleeed
103-35611-3 p. 1
02»

It eheuld aloo bo aeted that on page' 41$ of too book
Beekwell oakee too fellewlag otatoooot:

"Too Jew* la the Juatlca Bepartaent are eeeblng every
facet of ey llfo, (laeludlag tfalo book, ooploa of which
wara Juat picked op by tho FBI yeeterday, Dacaabar 1, 1961)
to fiad oooo greuade for a fproooemtloa* which weald etick."

ggflCT OF BUEBAP FILgg

Tha book waa actually aade available bp Beekwell, hiaaelf

,

to tho Bureau oa 12/15/81 (106-70374, Waohiagtoa Field airtal
12/28/01), It eheuld bo aeted that Beekwell freeueotly calla tho
taehlagtoa Fiold Offioo and Taluataara iafaraatiaa to the*. Ia
tho paot he hao furaiehed coploa of* epplleatleaa of tho aeaberehip
of tho organization aai hao furaiahed varieue eooplaiato aad
infemotion which he believea will bo of value to tho Bureau, it
la aloo acted that on v/£i/61 Beekwell oado available o rough draft
aaauacript of thlo book to Ageato of tho Waehiagtaa Field Offlee.
It waa returned to hio oa 9/20/B1 after photographic eopleo aero
oado* *hea the aanuaeript wee returned to Boekwell he wee advleed
that the laproaoloa waa left la the book that tho FBI vao neatioaed
lo on effort to give authenticity to hlo writing aad to giro aeee
juotlficatlon for hie progrmn. BO vao farther adaoaiehed that hie
coaaente that tho FBI iaplied thop would hare ageato la tho area when



fa* was attending a sooting with persons regarding the aagaatine
"0* S* lady** could set he accurate since the FBI does not advise
anyone of conteoplated actions or give protection as the statement
implies* it was emphatically pointed eat to ftockwell that the fBX
dees not condone much inaccuracies or the use of the nine ef the
FBI te leas upon. He wee informed that he was net to construe that
the 1BI was attempting to cesser hie hook but that he could not use
the nans and reputation of the ffBI te fit his own purposes,
Rockwell was apologetic and stated he felt the FBI was a great
organisation mm! the only communist-free agency of the Government*
He stated that when the book was retyped for printing he would
elininate the parts Mentioned above. He added that he did not
realise that the hook sight five the lapression he was using the
name of the WBl to justify his program and stated he would sake
sure the FBI's nase was not wrongfully used*

ft



American Embassy
Paris 8, France

Date: January 15, 1982

To: Director, FBI (94-1-2061)

From: Legat , Paris (94-4) (P)

Subject: INTESMATIONAL CRIMINAL POLIC1 ORGANIZATION
(ICPO)

Re Paris letter 11/27/61. ^

Relet advised that information had been received
that a book had recently been published, written by MARCEL
SICOT, Secretary General of Interpol, regarding his experiences
in Interpol. It was stated that a copy of this book would be
obtained and reviewed for any information of interest to the
Bureau

.

This is to advise that the book by SICOT entitled
A la Barre de 1' Interpol (At the Bar of Interpol) has been
obtained and has been reviewed. This book is thus far published
only in the French language.

The following information of interest to the Bureau
is set forth:

On page 35, SICOT discusses the case pertaining to
ten Czech refugees who had defected from Czechoslovakia and
had stolen an airplane in the process. As the Bureau recalls,
ten wanted circulars were issued in June 1950 for these ten
Czech refugees, based on the request of the Czech Government,
which had charged these individuals with certain crimes, such
as theft of the airplane, etc. S&C0T explains that after
taking all necessary precautions, the then Secretary General
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Director, FBI k J&&uary 15, 1162

of Interpol, DUCLOUX, proceeded to distribute these circulars
"in very prudent teams" which allowed the authorities of each
country to proceed in accordance with their own desires con-^
sidering their own sovereignty, and that the circulars were
merely being distributed at the request of the Czech Government.
He points out that the Executive Committee of Interpol and
the General Assembly had approved the position taken that
these circulars should be distributed without rejecting the
request of the Czech Government* He points out that there
were some delegates, however t who felt that Interpol should
have abstained from this action. He states that this was in
particular the position of J, EBGAR HOOVER, Director of the
FBI, who was then the U. S. representative to Interpol . SICOT
states that many times Americans who have been surprised to
see Interpol work with other 0. 3. police services than the
FBI have asked if it was the affair of the Czech refugees
which caused Mr* HOOVER to withdraw from Interpol. SICOT
states that he does not know the answer. He states that
Mr. HOOVES has never stated exactly why he withdrew from
Interpol a short time after this Incident « He pointed out
that the FBI continues to maintain relations with Interpol
even though the official representative is now the Treasury
Department and not the Department of Justice, under which the
FBI functions.

The statement that the Director had never stated
why he withdrew from Interpol, of course, is not true. The
Director advised Mr. F. £, LOUWAGE, the then Chairman of
Interpol, by letter dated July 18 , 1950, as to the reasons
for our withdrawal from Interpol. The Bureau pointed out that
it had concluded that the results which the FBI has obtained
from Its membership do not justify the financial outlay involved.
The Bureau letter also states that from previous observations,
it appeared that Interpol has little need of the FBI membership
inasmuch as Interpol 9 s contacts in the United States seemed to
be well established and on a sufficiently close basis that it
had not been necessary for Interpol to consult the Bureau
regarding the participation of other U. S. agencies and citizens
in Interpol's activities sufficiently in advance to afford a
real opportunity for the Bureau to furnish its opinions
regarding such questions. The Bureau letter also stated that
it was surprised when Interpol issued ten wanted circulars
for individuals wanted by another government on obviously
political charges although the circulars indicated that the
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apprehensions were desired for vaguely described criminal ^

charges

.

This was discussed with SICOT on January 12, 1982

.

His statement that the Director had never stated why he
withdrew from Interpol was challenged, and he was reminded
that the Director had written a letter to Mr. LOUWAGE , the
then Chairman of Interpol, on July 18, 1950, as to the reasons
for our withdrawal « Mr. SICCT stated that he was aware of
the letter and he was aware of the reasons for the Bureau*

s

withdrawal. He states that by his statement in the book he
meant that the Director had never definitely stated that he
withdrew from Interpol because of the Czech incident. He
stated that the reasons given in the Bureau letter for its
withdrawal in 1950 were principally that it felt that the
results the FBI had obtained from its membership did not
justify the financial outlay involved. He stated that the
Bureau's withdrawal followed shortly after the Czech incident
and, although it was obvious that the withdrawal was based
upon the Czech incident, the Bureau letter did not so state,
Mr. SICOT stated that he apologizes if an erroneous impres-
sion is created and stated that he had no intention of
criticizing the Bureau in any way whatsoever

.

SICCT* s reference to the fact that relations are
maintained by the FBI with Interpol in spite of the fact that
the Treasury is the official U. 3. representative is slightly
misleading As the Bureau is aware, we have mainta^nea very
limited contact with Interpol since our withdrawal/and have
maintained only sufficient liaison on an extremely circumspect
basis to protect the Bureau's interests and tb^eep the
Bureau advised of developments. We have declined to cooperate
with Interpol and have declined to conduct investigations
on their request in the United States* Wey&ave maintained
contact principally with JEAN NEPOTE, the/Assistant Secretary
General. This has been handled in accordance with Bureau
instructions. ^ /^t^^M^:j^

SICOT goes on to state that whatever part the Czech
incident may have played in the position taken by the Chief of
the FBI, noting that counterespionage is one of his principal
responsibilities and noting that espionage could or could not

3~
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have played some part in the Caseeh defection of 1950, it served
the purpose of teaching Interpol some lessons . He states tfiat
these lessons have caused Interpol to work with the greatest
amount of circumspection.

SICOT then gees on to point out that people have
asked fro?n time to ti»e if the Soviet ¥aion and its satellites
are members of Interpol* He points out that the Soviet Onion
has never been a member of Interpol. He states, oa the other
hand, Chechoslovakia, Poland

,
Hungary and Rumania were a part

of Interpol at one time and collaborated effectively in its
work. The General Assembly had its Meting in Prague in
September 1948 Re states, however, that in 1950 and 1961,
almost simultaneously these four satellite countries seat in
their resignations without indicating their reasons. He states,
however, that Yugoslavia has continued to maintain its member-
ship and is a member today.

SICOT makes another reference to the FBI on
page 253 of his book where he discussed the Interpol Congress
which was held in Washington, D.C., in October 1980. He states
here that a bill was signed by President EISENHOWER .m August 28,
1958, officially authorising the Attorney General to designate
the B. S . representative to Interpol, thus assuring permanent
cooperation with Interpol and assuring the payment of the 0, S.
contribution. He states that on September 5, 1058, the Attorney
General designated the U. 3. Treasury Department as the U. 3.
representative. He stated that the U. S. Government appears to
have attached a particular importance to crimes covered by
international conventions, nanely, counterfeiting and illicit
traffic of narcotics. He states that it is for these reasons
that the office of the Chief of the Secret Service has been
designated as the U. S. National Central Bureau for Interpol.
SICOT pointed out, however, that the U. n. law doea not exclude
the participation of other T7. 5. law enforcement agencies and
for this reason he hopes that there may be an additional
designation made by the Attorney General fo5r U. S. representa-
tion. He goes on to state that for these reasons the inaugural
session of the Interpol General Assembly in i960 in Washington,
D„ CM was presided over by Mr. ROBERT ANDERSON, the U. 3.
Secretary of the Treasury.

Beginning on Page 261 where SICOT discusses his
trip to the United States in October, I960, he mentions that

-4-
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the Presidential political campaign was going on at the time.
Then he goes on to point out that when a new President is
elected in the United States, not only do the members of the
Cabinet change, *at many chiefs of bureaus and agencies are
likewise repla^ jl. Be points out that this is different
from the Marofjmm custom where a permanent administration
compensates for am unstable political situation. He states
that he was not worried that J. EDGAR HOOVER, the great and
staunch chief of the PBI, would be replaced, nor that ALLEN
DULLES, Director of CIA, with whom he had the pleasure of ,

chatting, would be replaced, but he pointed out that DULLES,
together with CIA, had been the target of considerable
comment since October 1960.

The only other reference which SICOT makes to the
Bureau appears on page 269 in which he is describing the
recent General Assembly of Interpol which was held in Copenhagen,
Denmark, in September 1961. He states that there were 57
countries represented and that many new African states were
admitted to membership. He states that among the American
representatives was an observer from the TBI, which seemed to
be a good sign.

The book consists mostly of an account by SICOT
of the history of Interpol, its General Assemblies, its
responsibilities and method of operating, and relates a number
of interesting cases which Interpol has handled. It attempts
to clarify the position of Interpol as an international co-
ordinating body in criminal police matters rather than as a
large international police force, which seems to be the
erroneous impression which many people have gained.

5 Referral /Consult



This office will continue to follow developments
with regard to Interpol and the Bureau Mil tie kept advised.

*

to ether
^itr^ iflforiaation (Biace they may receive cem-
ments regardtiig SIC©T*s book, .
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"CUBA AND CASTRO"
(Book by Teresa Casuso).

OL^ —
>

SYNOPSIS ! ticak tcUIC

Teresa Casuso resigned her position as Alternate Cuban
Delegate to the United Nations (UN) on 10/14/60 and on 11/14/60
started this account of her participation in Castro's rise to power.
A revolutionary since college days and widow of a procommunist terrorist
who was killed fighting Franco in the Spanish Civil War, the author
has alternated as Cuban official and Cuban exile most of her adult
life. Finding things dull in Mexico where she was supporting herself
as actress and writer, she saw news item concerning arrest of Castro
and his followers by Mexican police in Summer of 1956 after they were
found training for invasion of Cuba on a Mexican farm. Thereafter,
her Mexico City home became Castro's headquarters and supplies and
weapons used in invasion later that year were stored at her home. She
was made member of Castro's "palace guard" when he took over in
January, 1959, and was constantly in the limelight until April, 1960.
Unable to exercise any control over Castro and out of favor with him,
she made dramatic withdrawal, still pleading that she was Castro's best
friend. She blames United States (US) for bringing about situation in
Cuba which allowed person such as Castro to take over and pictures
him as a kid with a toy who did not know how to operate it after
1/1/59. She also claims lack of acceptance by US turned Castro to
the Soviets but that this only began late in 1959, the first time that
he showed any procommunist sympathies. She finds nothing wrong with
Castro's methods but, in retrospect, deplores everything that. has
happened in Cuba since he took over. /

NOT RECORDED

o

This book was written to glamori castigate the
US and idolize Castro. Casuso 's break with Castro was not based on
ideology but resulted from her losing favor with him^whidf reached a
climax when her fiance, a US free-lance writer, asked Castro to
transfer her from Castro ',s office to the UN so they could live in the
US after their marriageyj which never took place. Although she
bitterly protested in the book that she was hounded by the press and
others even; though she desired seclusion, she actually hired a press

105-90388 v
7

RAM:bai/Mjt/
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Memorandum Donahoe to Sullivan
Re: "CUBA AND CASTRO"

(Book by Teresa Casuso)
105-90388

agent the day she resigned and made several television appearances
as well as giving numerous press interviews. She obviously
attempted to capitalize on the publicity surrounding her defection
by beginning the book as soon as the requests for television
appearances and? interviews subsided. When New York Office interviewed
her on 10/15/60, she insisted that her agent be present and only
wanted to talk-about the evils in the US and how we should change
our policy toward Cuba. While book does have some appeal as woman's
viewpoint of Castro, it adds nothing of importance concerning Castro
himself and, in effect, is the story of a scorned woman.

0

ACTON:

For information.

2



Memorandum Donahoe to Sullivan
Re: "CUBA AND CASTRO"

(Book by Teresa Casuso)
105-90388

The book begins with an indictment of the US and its
"strangle hold" on Cuba starting with the military occupation by the
US following the Spanish-American War. She claims US Government and
US business interests controlled elections in Cuba for over 25 years
and that US never allowed democracy to function properly there.
She attempts to show that we never wanted Cuba to be independent and
only entered the Spanish-American War after we learned Spain was
ready to concede defeat and saw our chance to annex Cuba with
practically no bloodshed.

Casuso traces her role as a revolutionary who, when 15
years old, married Pablo de la Torriente Brau, a procommunist student
terrorist who spent most of his time in jail until both fled to the
US as exiles after a general strike against Batista was attempted in

1935. After her husband went to Spain where he died in 1936 fighting
Franco, Juan Marinello, President of the Cuban Communist Party TCP),
arranged to have some of his unpublished revolutionary material sent
to Casuso in Mexico where she had gone after her husband's death.
She married a Mexican in 1938 and went with him to Cuba where he
served as Mexican diplomat for a short time beginning in 1939. In
1944 she divorced the diplomat and returned to Mexico. In 1948
President Carlos Prio of Cuba appointed her Commercial Attache at
the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City, a job which she held until Batista
took over again in 1952.

She spent years between 1952 and 1956 as actress and
writer in Mexico and during Summer of 1956 happened to see a news-
paper clipping concerning arrest of Castro and his followers by
Mexican police. Learning that they were being held in a Mexico City
prison on charges they had been using a Mexican farm to train for an
invasion of Cuba, she impulsively decided to visit Castro at the
Erison even though she could not recall definitely if she had ever
eard of him previously. Impressed by Castro's sincerity she
invited him to make her spacious home his headquarters upon his
release from prison and Castro showed up there immediately after
being released. Soon Castro's entire group was operating from her

;

home and a huge arsenal of weapons was stored there. A disgruntled
member of the group informed the Mexican police and Casuso was
arrested and jailed. While in jail, she learned Castro managed to
salvage some of the weapons and sailed with 81 followers for Cuba
on 11/25/56.



Memorandum Donahoe to Sullivan
Re: "CUBA AND CASTRO"

(Book by Teresa Casuso)
105-90388

Carlos Prio furnished money for her bail and she was
released from prison after 24 days. Immediately, her home became
headquarters for Castro's July 26th Movement in Mexico and she
gathered arms and men for the Movement. In many, cases Mexican police
assisted her in locating weapons for Castro.

When Batista fell, she took over the Cuban Embassy in
Mexico City and remained in charge there for a month before returning
to Cuba. She noticed Castro's arrogance and greed immediately upon
her arrival but is sure he was not a communist at that time and had
no intention of embracing communism at that time. Castro rewarded
her with appointment as Ambassador-At-Large shortly thereafter.
However, her chief duties until September, 1959, consisted of
handling Castro's visitors. She accompanied Castro to the US in
April, 1959, and noted he was not approached officially by anyone
in the US nor did he receive a single offer of aid to Cuba. She
acknowledged that Castro met with Vice President Nixon and was
received by a Congressional committee while here. She also acknowl-
edged that Castro's Treasury Minister has publicly stated since that
Fidel Castro ordered him not to ask for any assistance during the
visit to the US.

Since Casuso was constantly photographed with Castro during
this visit and US newspapers carried many comments concerning her
physical attractiveness, the other women surrounding Castro became
extremely jealous as did Castro himself who could not stand anyone
stealing publicity from him. During the visit her fiance, a young
US citizen who did free-lance writing, asked Castro to transfer Casuso
to the UN so they both could work in the US after their marriage.
Although Castro granted the wish by appointing her Alternate Cuban
Delegate to the UN in September, 1959, he completely ignored her
from that time on.

Casuso selects November, 1959, as the month in which Castro
definitely acceded to the communists. She noted that in that month
he allowed communists to participate in unions, arrested many of his.
close friends, made his brother, Raul, head of the armed forces and
"Che" Guevara head of the National Bank. In June, 1960, she made
visit to Cuba and Castro refused to see her. In Summer of 1960 she
took world tour and arrived back in New York City for the opening of
the UN session on 9/20/60. She found she was no longer accredited
to the UN and received orders from Cuban Undersecretary of State
Carlos Olivares in Cuba to discuss her accreditation personally with
him.

4
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Realizing she was going to break away from Castro, she
refused to make trip to Cuba and made every effort to explain her
position personally to Castro, who had arrived in the US to attend
the session. Failing this, she spent several days preparing her
resignation letter which was mailed to Castro on 10/13/60, copies
of which she made available to the press the following day.

She summarized Castro's regime from January, 1959, to
October, 1960, as follows: The needed social, industrial and
agrarian reforms failed since Castro could not tolerate having
around him men capable enough to administrate such reforms. Working
hours were lengthened and wages were lowered. The one stable
industry--sugar—was ruined when the US discontinued its purchases of
sugar at premium prices and the sale of sugar in much less quantity
at market prices to the Soviets--with half the purchase price being
paid in goods—compounded the problem as the Soviets put large
portions of the purchase back on the market in competition with the
liuge surplus in Cuba. Castro is a traitor to large majority of
those who fought with him throughout and he is destined to fall since
he cannot stay in power without competent assistance in running his
government.

While not citing any firsthand knowledge concerning Castro's
possible mental derangement, Casuso said she heard Castro underwent
shock treatment sometime after January, 1959. She also states
it is a well-known fact in Havana that a Dr. Sorhegui, who attended
Castro, studied "brainwashing" in Iron Curtain countries and that
when Dr. Sorhegui died (date not given) Raul Castro appeared at the
Dr. f s office and carried off all his papers. Without regard to his
mental stability, Casuso pictures Castro as being interested only in
receiving the adulation of the masses and as a kid who on 1/1/59
received a much wanted toy but has never learned to operate it. She
claims failure of US to understand and accept Castro so irritated
him that he turned to the communists.
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, Mr. Reynolds by letter dated 1/18/62 advised that he desired to submit^

» a manuscript to.;the Director for review. By letter dated 1/24/62, Mr. Reynolds was.j r

I advised that as a matter of policy, the Director could make no comments concerning /

the merit of the proposed book but that he would review it, in the interest of accuracy
j

for any reference to the FBI or the Director;
s :

By letter to the Director dated 1/29/62, Mr. Reynolds, Director, "Vijtal

Issues, " 5955 Ross Avenue, Dallas 6, Texas, advised that he ,had mailed by separate',

cover a manuscript for review by the Director. He advised there were "one or two J
*

delicate subjects" in the manuscript "so you may advise me whether you prefer that your

speech be eliminated. " : '{

The manuscript, entitled "The Road To Doom, " was received at the

Bureau on 2/5/62. A review of his work disclosed that it is a shallow, rambling account

of the author's political views. It reveals Reynolds to be an ultraconservative with anti-

communist and anti-Semitic leanings. Reynolds castigates Congress, the United Nations

and various agencies and activities of the Democratic Administration as socialist and
generally expresses extreme right-wing thinking.

The Director is quoted on page 61 of this manuscript as follows:

"Whether you know it or not, your child is a target. HiljjH^
the fertile plot in which the communist hopes to plant thJ%ll

d Vihis^
and to secure a deadly culture which will spread to others. "

It has been determined that this quote is from the first paragraph of the

reprint by the Director entitled "Communist Virus" from the "Times Herald, " Washingta

D. C, , dated 6/21/53. This was not part of a speech by the Director. * Reynolds uses

this quotation in a chapter entitled "T^e School Problem.

"

b"Enclosures ^ju^" m
„• , A m*%

ELRijrb^V^pf / <k *
(6)



Jones to DeLoach Memorandum
RE: DR. F. NEWTON REYNOLDS

CHECK OF BUFILES:

In 1955, Reynolds requested permission to use the Director's article

"The Crime Of The Century, " which appeared in the May, 1951, issue of "Reader 1

s

Digest. " He claimed this would appear in a book he was arranging to publish entitled

"The Death Of A Nation. " A discreet inquiry by the Dallas Office disclosed little

information concerning Reynolds from routine sources; however, the Dallas Sheriff

claimed Reynolds was an opportunist of rather unsavory character. Dallas advised

against acceding to Reynolds 1 request and the Bureau, by letter dated 10/11/55, declined

permission for reproduction of the article. In October, 1960, Reynolds wrote the

Director lauding him for a speech before the American Legion Convention, Miami geach,

Florida, and requesting permission to reprint the speech with "conservative comments
of my own. " A copy of this speech was sent to Reynolds but he did not reproduce it,

f

explaining in a letter dated 11/14/60 that he was delaying publication fora.while.

The files contain no information regarding the publication "Vital Issues.

"

It should be noted that Mr. Reynolds has requested return of his manuscript and has

furnished postage for mailing. Mr, Reynolds' manuscript is attached,

OBSERVATIONS:

In view of the controversial nature of the manuscript and the questionable

character of Mr. Reynolds, it does not appear that his request for review of his

manuscript should be answered by the Director inasmuch as he might possibly use

any communication from the Director as an endorsement of his composition.

Accordingly, an in-absence letter has been prepared to Mr. Reynolds advising the

quotation in the manuscript is accurate but the Director cannot endorse the work.

RECOMMENDATION:

That attached letter be sent to Mr. Reynolds and his manuscript be

returned under separate cover.
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Mrs. Alice Widener, who is on the Special Correspondents' List and well-known

to the Bureau, called the attention of the New York Office to the captioned book. A copy

of the book has been received and has been reviewed.

* "The American Ultras" is devoted to an attack on the "ultra right-wing" or

I

professional anticommunist groups. It links together high-ranking military leaders and

corporate executives who are backing these right-wing organizations; the author feels

the crusade they are leading is urging a policy which will lead to World War HI. It is

highly critical of the sponsorship and endorsement by the Armed Forces of the profession

(

anticommunist groups. A number of these groups and individuals are singled out for

criticism, including Dr. Fred Schwarz, the John Birch Society and its leader Robert
Welsh, Edgar C. Bundy, Myers G. Lowman of the Circuit Riders, Billy James Hargis,

the "hillbilly evangelist, " and Dr. George S. Benson, President of Harding College at

Searcy, Arkansas, the leader of the National Education Program. The author also feels

there is a link between Southern racist reaction and the "Ultras.

"

1

I
There are several references to the FBI. Of particular note is one on page 49

(which is critical of the title of the Directors book, "Masters of Deceit." The author is

jjalso somewhat critical of a bulletin issued by the Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation,

on page 52, which reportedly issued a bulletin stating that a major aim of the communists^
as to discredit J. Edgar Hoover, and further urges workers to check with the FBI and theo
Justice Department if they have any doubt about an organization or publication. Reference^
s made to a San Diego, California, ''Freedom Forum," and Assistant Director Sullivan g
s listed as being associated with or participating in activities of the Institute for

J
'American Strategy. The author is also, critical that "FBI Chief, J. Edgar Hoover, has g.
lendorsed the Foundation in glowing terms (reference to the Freedoms Foundation at ->

{Valley Forge). Tt

There is no reference in Bufiles to Irwi^i Suall, the author and National Secretary
nof the Socialist Party—Social Democratic Federation (SPSDF). Thabpok ispublished by
ijNew America, official publication of SPSDF.X '

t
iLgl ^ Hk> K/^^^

ELC:mea ,

u
'

'

::

>>? • -^A/h f>/*



Jones to DeLoach Memorandum
RE: "THE AMERldAN ULTRAS"

The SPSDF was founded in 1958 through the merger of the Socialist Party and

the Independent Socialist League and has not been investigated by tljig^Jureau,

Michael Harrington,; Editor of New America who assisted Suall in/preparation of

the captioned booklet, is a part-time consultant for the Fund for the Republic and is

currently on the Security Index,
}

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.

- 2 -
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; DETAILS

BACKGROUND:

By airtel dated 1-19-62, SAC, New York advised information had been
received from Mrs. Alice Widener, who is on the Special Correspondents' List and

well known to the Bureau, that the Fund for the Republic (FR) had recently released

a pamphlet, "Ultras, " with a foreword by Norman Thomas. She had not been able

to obtain a copy of the pamphlet and efforts of the New York Office at the FR office

were negative. The FR stated it had no such pamphlet. The New York Office was
telephonically advised to recontact Mrs. Widener for further information inasmuch
as no information could be located concerning such a pamphlet in Bufiles. She had

indicated that the Director was included in the ultra-conservatives in a somewhat
derogatory fashion. Upon recontact, Mrs 0 Widener advised that the book is entitled

"The American Ultras" by Irwin Suall, and was published by New America, 303 Park
Avenue South, New York, New York. The New York Office subsequently obtained

copies of the booklet and forwarded them to the Bureau. .

REVIEW OF "THE AMERICAN ULTRAS":

"The American Ultras, " a 75-cent booklet by Irwin Suall, National

Secretary of the Socialist Party—Social Democratic Federation (SPSDF), is devoted

to an attack on the "ultra right-wing" or professional anticommunist groups, leading

off with the statement that is on the march in the United States.

"

Linking together high-ranking/leaders and corporate executives, who the book claims

are backing these right-wing organizations, the author feels the crusade they are

leading is urging a policy which will lead toward World War III and a nuclear holocaust

. The book is highly critical of the sponsorship and endorsement by the Armed Forces
of the professional anticommunist groups such as Dr. Fred Schwarz r group, and the

attempt by military leaders to indoctrinate civilians through these programs with the

"correct" point of view. In this connection, the Institute for American Strategy (LAS),

which conducts military-civilian seminars on communism, is described as a powerful

institution within the military-industrial complex whose major aim is to fan the flames

of the cold war Q Assistant Director Sullivan is mentioned in a footnote which contains

the names of individuals who are either on the IAS Board or active in its conferences.

The author is concerned with the view of the professional anticommunists

that any liberal, progressive or wel fare -type view is considered by these groups as

a communist viewpoint. ? Singled out for criticism are Robert Welsh, John Birch

Society (JBS); Dr 0 Fred Schwarz, Christian Anticommunist Crusade (CAC); Reverend
Billy James Hargis, the "hillbilly evangelist"; Edgar C. Bundy; Myers G. Lowman,
the Circuit Riders; Dr. George S. Benson, President of Harding College at Searcy,

Arkansas,, and leader of the National Education Program (NEP); and others. The

book describes the effectiveness of these "crusaders, " their irresponsible statements



on public platforms and the sources of the money they are able to obtain. It was
pointed out that several states have been stampeded by these "Ultras" into passing

laws that, in Florida, require all high school students to read "The Naked Commu-
nists" by Cleon Skousen, former FBI Agent who has been traveling with Dr. Schwarz;

in Louisiana, require all high and junior high school students to view "Communism
on the Map" (has been subject to some controversy), distributed by Dr. Benson and *

his NEPo In addition, Texas is said to have allowed "Americanists"/{&nsor school

and library books.
;

It is noted by the author that there is growing evidence of a link between

Southern racist reaction and the "Ultras," He cites Robert Welch of JBS who claims

that States Rights and not integration is the real issue in the South* Dr. Benson
allegedly claims that "increased subversion through racial unrest. .

." is in "point 9

of the communist timetable for 1961.

"

REFERENCES TO THE FBI:

In addition to the previously mentioned reference to Assistant Director

Sullivan (pa^e 28), Mr. Sullivan is named among those participating in a San Diego,

California, "Freedom Forum" produced by NEP (page 22).

On page 49, the author is critical of the book titles used by the "Ultras, "

stating that they "play on the note of betrayal, spying, swindling, infiltrating. In

the spook world of the right nothing is ever as it appears to be, 0 .
. " He continues,

"Interestingly the title of the single most widely touted book among the frUltras" is a

classic example of this mentality: rMasters of Deceit? by J. Edgar Hoover."

Taking off on Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation, on page 52, the author

refers to Murray Kempton, "the brilliant correspondent for the New York Post" who
revealed that this company promotes the

5

ultra line through a regular bulletin to

employees. One bulletin allegedly lauds the House Committee on Un-American
Activities (HCUA) and tells employees that "a major aim of the communists is to

discredit J. Edgar Hoover; and urges Jones and Laughlin workers to check with

the FBI and the Justice Department T
if you have any doubts about an organization

or publication/ : As Murray Kempton says, T The conspiracy is everywhere/ ,r

The pamphlet makes passing reference to the FBI when discussing the

American Security Council (ASC), which the booklet refers to as the ultra organiza-

tion which originally formed to develop a private and extremist loyalty board for

American industry. The ASC is quoted as saying that "The FBI cannot provide

specific information to help private groups because its files are secret. Business

therefore organized the American Security Council to be better informed and more
effective in jointly meeting the communist threat. " In referring to the ASC, the

book states that by uniting military leaders, corporate executives and former Agents

-4 -



of the FBI (refers to those associated with ASC), it has entered the foreign policy

business o

The Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, is also

referred to as one of the ultra right-wing" organizations and on page 36 and 37

it describes some of the individuals who have received awards from this Founda-

tion, it points out that these individuals include Dr. George Benson of the NEP,
a Southern leader of the JBS, an individual associated with the IAS, and points

out that Kenneth Wells, President of the Freedoms Foundation, is a frequent

speaker at NEP Freedom Forums throughout the country and shares the platform

with men like Fred Schwarz, George Benson and Herbert Philbrick. The author

then cites other prominent military leaders and executives who have been honored

by the Foundation. Following this, the author states, "FBI Chie£ J. Edgar Hoover,

has endorsed the Foundation in glowing terms. Undoubtedly some of these men
(referring to prominent leaders and executives) may not know that they are associated

with the radical right in Freedoms Foundation, but what excuse has J 0 Edgar Hoover,

"

INFORMATION IN BUFILES: WhetKed — $@c mm Mite*

Bufiles contain no reference to Irwin Suall, the author and National

Secretary of the SPSDF. The book is published by New America at 303 Park
Avenue South, New York 10, New York. This, is the location of the publication,

"New America, n which is an official publication of the SPSDF. The SPSDF was
formed in 1958 through the merger of the SP and the Independent Socialist League.

SPSDF has not been investigated by this Bureau. It is noted that Michael
Harrington is Editor of the "New America" and Suall, on the inside cover acknowledges

his thanks to Harrington, along with others, for his help in research and writing

"The American Ultras." Harrington is apart-time consultant for the Fund for the

Republic and is currently on the Security Index,

-5
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STIC AND FOREIGN POLICIES

BY PETER S. H.YtANG /

(fpBOOK REVIEWS /XX>

ReWFOlets, 8/30/61 and 9/11/61.

Enclosed for the Bureau Is the copy of the captioned
book ordered by WFO from the Research Institute on the Sino-
Soviet Bloc on 8/29/61 through WFO confidential mail box which
was received on 2/6/62.
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• *

Januaxy 30, 1962

Dear Reader:

Your interest in Communist China Today : Vol. I; Domestic and Foreign

Policies is greatly appreciated. We sincerely regret any inconvenience

which may have been caused by the delay in sending the book to you, but

we trust you share our interest in making this the most satisfactory

volume possible.

Unforeseen difficulties in printing the text, including a change of

management in the company engaged, necessitated the postponement in send-

ing, youjthe book j^^a^er ,to.^n^

your expectations.

The Research Institute on the Sino-Soviet KLoc and Peter S, H. Tang,

the author of Communist China Today t welcome your comments and suggestions

from which, we believe, we can benefit enormously in our future work.

Sincerely,

Publication Staff
The Research Institute on the

Sino-Soviet Bloc



SELECTED PUBLICATIONS OF THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE ON THE SINO-SOVTET BLOC

Order Form

Book Series

#1 Communist China Today : Volume I: Domestic and Foreign Policies , by Peter S. H.

Tang, $10.00.

#2 Communist China Today : Volume II: Documentary Analysis , Data and Chronology , by
Peter S. H~ Tang, $7. 50

Monograph Series

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#7

#8

#9

Communist China as a Developmental Model for Underdeveloped Countries , by Peter
S. H. Tang, $1.50

!

Integral Communism; A Program for Action , by Richard Wraga, 75^

The Training of Party Cadres in Communist China , by Peter S. H. Tang, $2.00

Russian Expansion into the Maritime Province: The Contemporary Soviet and Chinese
Communist Views , by Peter S. H. Tang, $1,75

"

Agricultural Potential of Communist China , by John L. Buck, Yuan-li Wu and Owen -

L. Dawson, $1.75

Construction of Socialism in Outer Mongolia 192^>1 960 , by Vfcu J. Duiker, Jr., $2.50

The 22nd Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and Moscow-Tirana-
Peking Relations , by Peter S. H. Tang, $3.00

The New Program and Statutes of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union:
Analysis , by Richard Wraga, $1.00

An

Sinkiang: A Sino-Soviet Hunting Ground? , by James C. Kolesnik, $1*75

#10 Khrushchev and Maot^A Comparison of their Leadership, by Peter S. H. Tang, $3*00

#11 Party Policy and State Authority of the Post-1956 Hungary , by Zali^n M. Szaz, $2.0C]

#12 The Chinese Communist Impact on Cuba , by Peter S. H. Tang, $2.50

#^3 Chinese Communist Penetration into Latin .America , by Solomon A. Montoya, $1*50

#14 Higher Education in Communist China , by Peter S. H. Tang and Joan Maloney, $1.75

[
Pamphlet Series

#1 Communist Psychological Offensive: Distortions in the Translation of Official
Documents , by Natalie Grant, ^5^

#2 The Commune System in Mainland China , by Peter S. H. Tang, 65^

#3 Revisionism and Dogmatism: Communist Targets of Rectification , by Peter S. H. Tang
and Richard Wraga , $1 .00

? = ^ '

#4 The Military Government in South Korea: A Counter Move Against the Communist
Challenge , by Rinn-Sup Shinn, 85^

#5 The Influence of International Communism on Japan: An Analysis of the Communist
Party of Japan >s 7th and 8th Congresses , by Rinn-Sup Shinn, 85^

#6 The Nature of Communist Strategy in Areas of Emerging Nations , by Peter S. H. Tang,

+ + + + + + + + + + + + +

Please indicate the number of copies desired to the left of the description. 10$ discount is
available to teachers and students. This discount does not apply to the book series.
D. C. residents add 2% Sales Tax.

Name

City

Street

State Check Enclosed Bill me

The Research Institute on the Sino-Soviet Bloc

/ 2/1-52 - 39th Street, NW
z Washington 7» D n 0 ^ -

"jENCLOStJKE.
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The Book

God and the H-Bomb is an anthology containing the writings, or

excerpts from writings, of 22 authors who are spiritual leaders and/or teachers

of Jewish, Protestant, and Catholic faiths. Also included are excerpts from a

message from the National Council of the Churches of Christ, a study made
by leaders from four theological institutions, and a message of the Central

Conference of American Rabbis.

The Purpose

The Foreword of the book was written by the television personality,

IStgae 4Ueg whQ states "that our nation is in the throes of a moral collapse of

serious dimensions. " Because of his concern, Allen states "I have arranged
! for the publication of this book because of the disquieting realization that

;

theological commentary on the morality of nuclear war has made no impression
; whatsoever upon the national conscience. M

The Themei

Most of the articles included in the book are excerpts from material

written bjj the various authors for other occasions. There is no one position

set forth for dealing with the problem but all articles are concerned with the

moral questions of war or the limited phases of war, the use of nuclear weapons,
disarmament, and various phases of cold war strategy. All are concerned with

the question of ends and means. Does the end—the continued existence of

Christianity and freedom- -justify the means—nuclear warfare? All take the

pacifist view, agreeing that wholesale; nuclear ,warfare is beyond all limits of //
morality and religion. *~ ff? r

/mlh' Bate..:"**

-Mr.
- Mr.
-Mr.

DeLoach
Sullivan

Suttler

- Mr. Smith
- Section tickler

be
b7C



Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: Book Review: God and the H-Bomb
Edited By: Donald Keys

Many of the authors discuss problems of war generally, and nuclear

war in particular, without furnishing methods of directly dealing with the

problems. Those who furnish proposals generally take an impractical,

idealistic, or "Utopian"' view toward possible solutions. For example,

Norman K. Gottwald, Professor of Old Testament, Andover-Newton
"Theological School, suggests that we "throw open our nuclear installations to

inspection teams from the United Nations and invite the Soviets to do the

same. " 'Could the Russians, " he asks, "resist following our lead?"

The Authors

Bufiles contain information on some^of the authors whose articles

(appear in the book. Both the editor, Donalt^eys, and the sponsor,

Steve Allen, are leaders in the National Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy

(SANE). Additionally, four other men whose articles are included in the

book have signed petitions circulated by SANE in the past.

SANE was organized in October, 1957, with headquarters in

New York City. It is a pacifist-type organization and its announced purpose
.

TsW^ras a clearinghouse for all groups working for limitation of testing

of nuclear weapons. SANE has not been investigated by the Bureau but

individuals connected with local committees are checked for communist
affiliation.

|
Neither Donald Keys, the Executive Director of SANE, nor

I Steve Allen has been investigated by the Bureau. Information in Bufiles

yshows that Allen has had a great interest in many social causes, including

his telegram to the Alabama Governor protesting the execution of a Negro
t for a $1. 95 robbery, his co-chairmanship of the Hollywood Committee of

J
SANE, his numerous speeches throughout the country for SANE, and his

I participation in protest of the execution of Caryl Chessman, convicted

v California kidnapper. Allen wrote to the Director in 1959 concerning a

rumored investigation of Allen, which was cordially answered by the

Director who also thanked Allen for recommending "Masters of Deceit"

to his television audience.



Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: Book Review: God and the H-Bomb
Edited by Donald Keys

Several authors whose works appear in book have been investigated

by the Bureau:

Harold E. Fey, editor of The Christian Century , was investigated by

the Bureau in January, 1944, for sedition in view of a sermon delivered by him
at a church in Hiram, Ohio, on October 10, 1943. This sermon was pacifist in

nature and was objected to by a number of people in the audience. No prosecutive

action was taken. (14-1978)

Georgia E. Harkness, professor at the Pacific School of Religion,

j

Berkeley, California, was a security index subject. In 1951, Louis F. Budenz

I
described her as a concealed communist. According to Budenz, a concealed

communist is one who does not hold himself out as a communist and one who
would deny membership in the Communist Party. This case was closed in

August, 1954. (100-383058)

There is information in Bureau files on several other authors, not

investigated by the Bureau, indicating that they sponsored, contributed to, or

signed statements for various pacifist or communist front organizations. These
are:

Roland H. Bainton, Professor of Ecclesiastical History, Yale University

Divinity School. (100-174684)

Paul Tillich, Professor at Harvard University. (100-39215)

Martin Buber, Professor Emeritus of Sociology, Hebrew University,

Jerusalem. (100-279704)

(The book contains no reference to the FBI or the Director. The book
is being routed to the Bureau library for future reference purposes.

RECOMMENDATION:
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REVIEW^
Y WHOM WE WERE BETRAYED
BY DR. ROSENDO ^iRGUELLO, JR.

AND HOW"
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teTSpn?5nrcally contacted the office of the

Director on February 2, 1962, at which time he suggested that the Bure^

obtain captioned book. This book deals with Jose Figueres 1 rise to

power in Costa Rica during the 1940s, culminating in the Costa Rican ^
revolution of 1948. This is also a personal criticism of Figueres by
the author, based on his close association with Figueres as a personal^
aid and official of Figueres* junta government during this period.

be a chroniq complainant.
Bureau files show him to

Referral/ Consult

Arguello is a Nicaragua?!' and a well-known Central American ^

revolutionary, who at various times has been reported to be proleftist
and proconservative. He was investigated by the Bureau for possible
Neutrality Act violations as far back as 1940, although no actual viola
tion was developed. Arguello was one of the principal leaders who
assisted Jose Figueres in a successful revolutionary movement in
Costa Rica in 1948. Shortly thereafter, he had a disagreement with
"Figueres, claiming that Figueres failed to fulfill his agreements with
respect to giving aid and assistance to a revolutionary movement which
Arguello hoped to lead against the Somoza regime in Nicaragua.

7" 101 REG- 2& (p^^jmjMŜ ™> <

has occasionally been in conta^cr
v witH1
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Memorandum for Mr. Sullivan
RE: BOOK REVIEW

nBY WHOM WE WERE BETRAYED ... AND HOW"

BY DR. ROSENDO ARGUELLO , JR.

"By Whom We Were Betrayed . . . And How"

This is purportedly an explanation of the political situation

in Costa Rica leading up to and including the political revolution of

1948. The author outlines various plots, counterplots, and agreements
made during this period. Figueres is described as a vacillating
politician who plays both sides against the middle, is all things to all

men, and promises whatever is necessary at the moment to obtain the

desired goal. Despite his avowed democratic idealism, he is a man
hungry for power. According to Arguello, Figueres is "mentally sick."

Arguello states that while Figueres is considered by many to be anti-
communist and pro-United States, Figueres has confided that this is

merely a matter of expediency. Figueres is also described as a converted
Nazi whose influence was responsible for German capitalists obtaining
a foothold in Costa Rica during World War II. Arguello states that
the files of the FBI and the U. S. State Department contain reports
concerning the activities of Figueres.

Bureau files reveal Figueres is among foremost political figures
in Central America and is generally regarded as leader of left- of-center
or liberal bloc in Latin America.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information. V
Referral/ Consult



Mr. w, cu mm™ .February 14, 196a

<3
jBOQK REVIEWSA CHRISTIAN'S handbookon communism
PfBLlltttFfCR MffeMU OW WOttLO MfERACT AND
CHRISTIAN LITERATURE OF TRE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF
CHURCME8
CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

The Book —^ / Q^-jd*-**4 m !^*Ax#^ q^a^^ . 3'7^^
Captioned book, reviewed by Central Research Section, was published

tor the Committee en World Literacy aad Christian Literature ©f the National
Council of the Onirehee of Christ fa the B. 8. A. (NCCCA). This 1962 edition la

a third and enlarged edttloa #1 a booklet firet pat oat ia 1952. It has not been
officially eeacttoaed by the General Board of the NCCCA. There is no mention
of the IMrector or the FBI.

The Purpoec

Thie Handbook ia deeignad lor both American and foreiga readers.

In aix chapters it sooha to esjaathae e©mma*ism ia theory and practice and to

point oat fee role of the Christian ia combatting it.

4A

\

The Theme

The Handbook make* the following point*:

1. Economic exploitation aad bitter aoeiai injustice afford communis
a fertile breeding ground,

2. Marxist theory is rented fey subsequent hiatory.

3. The eommuaist regimes hare a dieregard far &e righto of

individuals.

JEKrbbb
(11*

1 - Mr. Mohr
1 - Mr. DeLoaeh
1 - Mr. Sallivaa
1 - Mr. guttler

1 - Mr. Morreil

'OFEBS81962

\4j

r

1 - Mr. Bnumgardaer
1 - ne». imllk.
1- 1 I

JU Section tickler

£J5 62- 49855

feb 3K3 1962
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Memo Smith to SgMMB
Re: BGOKRMWTl ^ pmaitAK'S HAMDBOOKON COMMUNISM

4. A9M0S>fa ft part of communism.
5. Communism can be fought by preaching Christianity.
8. Urn ebnreh has a clear directive lor action in community and

national life.

Possible Coirtroyeirseal Iseue*

15*e Handbook dees an objective and effective job of refuting communist
theory and exposing eemmanlet teetice. There are same minor errors such a*
attributing the theory of historical materialism to Kegel aa well aa to Marx and
atatlac that eommunlets eampaigeed for pease with fascism in order to' unleash
WorldWar fl. In discussing communism in practice in Russia, the disadvantages
ara shewn to outweigh the accomplishments. However, if the accomplishments
listed, for example bringing the problem of unemployment under control, are
taken oat of contest me material could be used effectively by opponents of the
HCCCA.

We know that some membars of the HCCCA, for whatever reasons, have
been identified wim eommsnist fronts. An attempt is made to justify this and blame
commanist tactice. Farther, It is asserted that Tm order to pat moderately liberal

people into a bad light with conservative group*, Communists often Identify them-
selves with them, get from labeled 'red* or at least 'pink, « and so create distrust

and confusion.

"

It is also asserted that about three-fourths of the sponsors of communist-
led organisation! are "unsuspeeting people of food reputation asked to lend melt
names as sponsors of some wormy cause. " Mo effort is made to show me need
to loam me natere of an organisation before sponsoring it.

While etatiag mat no argument is made for or against any form of
social or economic organization, producer* and consumer* cooperatives are
presented in a favorable light. On the other hand, while condemning Marxism for
glorifying science and denying God, the free enterprise system is said to encourage
aa attitude of worshipping science and denying {god's Providence.

By urging support of the United Ifations and promoting social action

programs, the HCCCA may be giving ammunition to its theological opponents.

JtECOMhOCKDATIOK:

For Information.



IAC, Mil York 2/l«/«2

2-Orig. & 1

1 -Yellow
1-Mr. Callahan
1-Mr. B.M. Suttler

Director, FBI (M-4iM5) 1 -Section tickler

BUT]

1%t ciftloatd book Jim boon published rtcently toy Random House,
457 Madison. AvtMt, Km Yctk 11, New York; the pric« is fs. SO a copy.

You should diacreatly obtain oao copy of tka captioned book and forward
it to the Bureau aearM lot tko attaation of tae Canter*! Research Section.

NOTE:

SA R.W. Smith, Central Research Section, has requested the book for

use as a reference. The book will be placed in the Bureau Library.

The Bureau library and several bookstores in the area were checked
regarding availability of the book with negative results.
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

5010-104

UNITED STATft

it
tfMENT

Memorandum
ATTEN: CENTRAL RESEARCH SECTION

DIRECTOR, FBI date: 2-19-68

SAC3 BOSTON (63-4074)

subject: ' FREEDOM, PROMISE AND MENACE
BOOK BT SCOTT NEARING

£B00K REVIEW?

/

Harborsid
Social So
to SCOT,
that SC^
by his wi

Re Bureau/ letter to Boston dated 1-8-62,

0rfl/3jf/62, MRS. JESSIE HOWARD Postmaster,
ne, advised that mail addressed to the
Institute, Harborside,

IING and his wife, HELEN^
"EARING is presently on a

rELEN NEARING.
J

me, is fortmrded
!ING. She advised

speaking tour accompani ed

1

On 2/9/62.

,_Jl&JUlg.« established source, aavts
that he mould order a copy of the book, "Freedom, Promise
and Menace, lt and that he would make same available upon
receipt of same.

The above mentioned book will be forwarded to the
Bureau as soon as it is available.

2 - Bureau (62-46855) RM ^
1 - Boston (62-4074)

"

RGR:maw >^

V



OPTIONAL *ORM* NO. 10

UNITED . STATES GOVE

Memorandum
ENT

TO

FROM

subject:

Mr. Mohr

REVISION OF DIRECTORS BOOK
"COMMUNISM; THE IDEOLOGY OF POWER"

^oolghas been renewed in its entirety by seven members of Tr^inin^-

Section Staff, Their comments have been consolidated into a fifty-page blank memo-
randum setting out suggestions and comments, in chapter and page order for easy ;

handling.

In our review we followed these principles:

Be alert for any statements that could prove embarrassing to the:

:

Director.

2. Pinpoint any errors of fact.

3. ,So far as possible, read having in mind that book is intended for £
young people in their late teens. Consider language and development^

of thought from that point of view. £>

4. Try to forget what you know about subject and look at it from
angle of one who is unfamiliar with it,

5. Make suggestions for improved organization and greater clarity.

Also, watch for errors in grammar, punctuation and spelling.

^^mati-

Our reviewers have made numerous suggestions which we feel will

help materially to strengthen the book. A few of these are mentioned as illustrations

for your information:

1. We suggest an introductory chapter designed to g<asfcbay

cally why the young student 1

, needs to be personally inte^t^^S^ Micerned about

communism. We propose a "story" of what his life would be like under communist
dictatorship and suggest twenty points to be developed initr^

2, We suggest book should make more of the fact that communists
pervert word meanings, use words and ideas as weapons, and hold truth of a state-

ment to be.secondary to its propaganda value. Emphasize the fact that they have

made the United States their main target. Show spurious nature of communist-
manufactured demonstrations. - Include faked pictures that have been used for

propaganda purposes.

Enclosure

\1 - Mr. Sullivan

i\- Mr. Malone
v

.AW:«ng|^ ^

1 - Mr. DeLoadP
1 - Mr. Edwapyjs



Memo for Mr. Mohr
Re: Revision of Director's Book

3. Work in more headings, tables, maps, charts, and pictures

.

4. We have pointed up several places where the material is topical

today, but will not be a year or two hence and have suggested rewording these facts

from point of view of person reading book five years from now.

5. We feel it would be embarrassing to point to a "peak" of two
million unemployed in the Soviet Union when we have four million unemployed today.

6. We have suggested certain additions such as more ways in which
communism presents a psychological appeal, certain material from "Masters of

Deceit" which could be quoted to strengthen a point, a quotation from "Expose of

Soviet Espionage, " and certain items to be included in glossary and appendix.

7. Numerous suggestions were made for changes in language and
punctuation.

8. We feel that this work is one of monumental importance to the

patriotic indoctrination of young people thus deserving the very best the Bureau can

offers We feel that it should frankly attempt indoctrination in democratic principles
'

and, with this in mind, the text should at every opportunity show the contrast between
communist . oppression and democratic freedom. This attempt to contrast the two
should be done frankly and openly throughout the book wherever the opportunity

can be found.

Enclosed is a copy of the blank memorandum setting forth our
comments and suggestions.

RECOMMENDATION:

That this material be forwarded to Central Research Section for

appropriate action.
/
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March 8, 1962

Title of Book

Author
Donald S^^goria

Book Reviews (62-46855)

Central Research Section

fa*

J

1

This book has come to the attention of the Central Research Section. Without review, a spot

check indicates the book relates, or may relate to the responsibilities of the following Sectii

Divisions. (See "Nature of Book" at bottom of page.]

(PLEASE INITIAL in the appropriate box, and return promptly to the Centra
Section, Room 639, Riddel I Building.)
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In the Dispute Between Russia and China

Mr. Zagoria Sees No Profit for the West

Premier Khrushchev with Mao Tse-tung (left) in Peiping, 1959.



> o

.
Ttin Russians retaliated with eco-

nomic sanctions and severg cuftail-
ments on military aid. They*have re-
fused to give the Chinese nuclear weap-
ons and at a critical juncture in 1958
refused even to let the Chinese rattle
tihiix^u^kets for them.

By now many other issues have been
tossed into the argument, and schism
threatens to become chasm. There
is the bitt^debate ovei^ tfce East-

West balance of power, the desirability
of East-West negotiation, the inevita-
bility of both big and small wars, the
feasibility of disarmament, the advis-
ability of cooperating with nationalists
like Nehru and Nasser, the necessity
in the end, of establishing either So-
viet or Chinese hegemony ovar th»
whole Communist world. -

^
Mr. Zagoria traces all the. evidence

of disputation and competition, notes
the convolutions of the arguments
seeks the motives behind 4hem ajid the
practical consequences of them. His
good sense is his best guide through
the tortuous quasi-ecclesiastical Mos-
cow-Peiping polemics. He is not con-
tent to describe a debate over the
"inevitability of war." He points out

*

that this is not a matter of the Chinese
desiring war more than the Russians
but only of their advocating a more
aggressive,

. militant and risk-taking
foreign policy ' - „ r
Nor does the author rest there What

does it mean? It means that in 1958,
when Western tr^ps invaded the Mid-
dle East, the Chinese wanted to risk
a showdown and even limited war to
impress revolutionaries everywhere
while the Russians held back in fear
of world war.

tjjjjg Russians favor moretpt^^^tioji,

Mr. Zagoria suggests, not because they
are necessarily n^cer guys but because
their geographical, political, military

and economic power allows them to

expect to profit from negotiations with
a minimum of risk. The Chinese have
no such expectation. The Russians, he
says- favor help for the Nehrus and
Nassers, not because they are trying
to inhibit Communist power and influ-

ence, but because they ca& afford to .

buy such influence while the Chinese
can hope to attain j& PBly t^sm^^
lence. And so on.

Mr. Zagoria never loses sight of the
cohesive factors in the Sino-Soviet

alliance—mostly its fear of a weaker
position toward the West—nor the

momentum of the power struggle and
the related split of the entire world
Communist movement. So'me of the

wounds, may be healed when Khru-
shchev and Mao are both gone, he sug-
gests; greater caution may develop in

China when she finally develops her
, own nuclear power. "~

Yet, the effect of the split on the
Cold War is likely to be negative, he
believes. For one thing, he says, the Chi-
nese have unquestionably reduced the
Russians' room for maneuver and even
for temporary accommodation. And
for another/ any weak or deferential

response by the West, he believes, is

likely only to encourage the Russians
to appease the militant of their world
by running^ ^jjjreater risks with the

Mr. Zagoria, who has joined the
social-science {Continued on- &(fije 26)

divisi of the Rand_-gor^°
ff-_ a^ecade ot^af^rpBrg

Communist affairs for the Gov-

ernment, is a sure guide through

the murky corners of Commu-

nist theology. He not only

translates it well but provides

one of the finest explanations

of how to read the Reds and

how it is ms& we know so «eh
about
to hide,

THE NEW IQHff TIMES BOOK REVIEW - 3-4-62, Sec. 7, pp 1 & 26



THE SINO-SOVIET CONFLICT, 1956-1961. By

Donald S, Zagofi& 484 pp. Princeton: P$httt-

ton University Press. $8.50. ^
* ^ '

By MAX FRANKEL

THE rivalry and conflict between

Communist China and the Soviet

Union constitute one of the most
remarkable and most neglected dramas

of our day. It was ignored for so long

that it seemed to erupt suddenly and,

for many skeptical Americans, sus-

piciously. Others found it a tale so

wondrous that they embraced it hope-

fully and embroidered it romantically.

We thus have the old spectacle of

some scholars and analysts watching
it as the most important single stor^

of our time while others would hardiy

remember to put it among the top ten.

And we have politicians insisting that

it is all only a fraud to deceive us

while others already postulate, a re-

alignment pitting reasonable us and the

sweet Russians against the terrible

Chinese. - - **

Not a moment too soon, therefore,

comes, this superbly researched, re-

freshingly sensible and—given the gob-
bledegook raw material—surprisingly

I HE Russians and Chinese,trbt-
heves, have maneuvered and argued
themselves into positions and circum-
stances that at any time within the
next five years could produce an open
though not total, break. This break'
he concludes, "need not be permanent!

W^^ lnVOlVe Station by theu b. S. R. or China to the West, it need

nrlr?
k
/J

eSS Serious the «MIengif

thTw^ ^l ^T
munist^dJ0

What then is" it all about » it is*an argument that began in 1956 overtwe meaning of Stalin, not because the
Chinese are pious Stalinists (they have

,

many reasons to hate him), but be-cause they objected to Premier Khru-shchev s unilaterally conceived, awk-

recklessly developed assault on thewhole house of Stalinist history, ^hev

WafPr xWan the Russians, saw what
was coming—in Hungary and $naHy
within Russia itself—and they started
the fight to make sure "that the Com-
munist baby would not be thrown out
with the Stalinist bath watery

, . , , . ... . . , . ^ ,
The argument, in essence, remains

readable analysis of the^f^s^ fa'same: Whose communism ls better,
l Have tnert in this DooK, says Bos- tnat of the Chinese or that of the Rus-

says E>ori

aid S. Zagoria, "to take the measure of

one of the titanic oattles of the Com-
munist world and to determine just

what it is that this warfare is being
- fought about." And that is exacts
what he has done, painstakingly and
convincingly. ™*

Anyone who still doubts the depth
and bitterness of the eowflict can get
his proof here. Anyone tempted to
turn it all into a happy-en<h*ng fairy
tale will find his reproof here. Which-
ever way Mr. Zagoria finally tiam&Ms
material, he finds that the Cold War
probably will get colder. *

sians? The argument remains even
though the Chinese have run around
from Right to Left and perhaps even
back to Right-aerain. The Chinese be-

came accustom!! 1 ! hearing them-
mUms sspeak fronva position pf parity

witfi the RussiansY and even tried
a little meddling inHoth the Soviet
sphere of Eur
nal politics.

1

j^lj^ in SovMJs^I;

THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW, 3-4-62, Sec. 7, pp 1 & 26

"'Mr. Ffankel, a Timm mrrespmtoetvt
bmed in Wmh*ng$&n, m^^&tm^^

/ j ^ l( i sss ... /
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UNITED "STATES GQY

Memorandum
VIMMENT

aum

D
Tolson _

Belmont

Mohr

TO

FROM

subject:

W. C. Sullivan ,aC\

R. W. Smith

date: March 12, 1962

BOOK mVJS^ACQ^m^I/^^J^M^^^ FALLACIES ~

BY DR. JAMES D. EALES
CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

The Book

Captioned book, published by Baker Book House, Grand Rapids,

Michigan, in 1962, has been reviewed by Central Research Section. The book

was sent to the Director by Mr. Herman Baker of the Baker Book House.

The Author

J)r. James D.JSales^ born November 5, 1915, in Tacoma,
Washington, fes feeen professor of Bible at Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas,

for 17 years, and a minister in the Church of Christ for over 25 years. Bales

is a prolific author has written 14 books and numerous articles for newspapers
and periodicals. He was the subject of a conscientious objector investigation

in 1943 at which time he was an ardent pacifist, and the subject of a sedition

case in 1944 in which the allegation was not substantiated by investigation.

Bureau files indicate cordial correspondence with Bales in the' past, (Jacket,

Communism, Its Faith and Fallacies; 94-48656; 94-36512) ' -

Mention of the Director and the FBI
.36 (WAR 15 1962

The Director is quoted and/or paraphrased on pages 162, 181, 183
186 in connection with the communist attitude toward religious orlpuiiSation!

the United States; p. 207 stating that the Communist Party,
,USA, is park^L...

international conspiracy directed from Moscow; p. 208 stating thaj^sumericaliy
small Communist Party does not mean that it is not dangerous;^%9 stating that
the Communist Party, USA, emerged from the i7th'National (Swivention

—

—

(8)
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Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: "Communism, Its Faith and Fallacies"

By Dr. James D. Bales

(December, 1959) more powerful, more unified and even more of a menace to

our Republic, and that public exposure of the communist menace by Government
investigating committees is their most important service to America* In every

\ instance, the quotation is correct and the paraphrased material accurate in

{context. . There is no mention of the FBI as such.

Purpose, Scope, and Nature

This well documented, 211 -page book is designed as an exposition

Iand criticism of the communist system and is dedicated to the proposition that

all communist activity is predicated upon their philosophy which embraces atheism,

dialectical materialism and class struggle as integral parts.

After defining communism as a "Marx inspired, Moscow directed,

international criminal conspiracy against civilization. .
.

, " (p. 20) the author

offers a scholarly review of the philosophy of communism, of atheism and theism,
dialectical and historical materialism, the communist concept of class and class

struggle, the communist doctrine of revolution, the communist attitude toward

religion and infiltration of religious organizations, and a brief summary of the

role of the Communist Party. Dr. Bales refutes the communist denial of the

existence of a Supreme Being by setting forth the;€hristian T s belief in the

existence of God, the naturalness of faith in God, the fact of conscience, and

the existence of moral law and order.

Bates concludes that

ntfii:recognize that a communist is a communist, and to

understand the philosophy of communism, will not

automatically enable us to solve the problems which have

been brought into the world, or intensified, by communism.
However, such an understanding is essential if the world
is to escape enslavement by the communists. .

.

tr
(p. 211)

This book contains minor inaccuracies such as referring to the

Dies Committee (House Committee on Un-American Activities—1938-1943) as the

Fish Committee (House Committee to investigate Communist Activities in the

United States- -1930) on pages 37, 142. It also suffers from an inadequate

index. The Director, for instance, is referred to nine times in the text, but

is not mentioned in the index.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information .* /

I
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RICHARD DRINNON
AUTHOR "REBEL IN PARADISE"

T~~,h 1

b7C

By letter of February 26, the Los Angeles Office forwarded a copy of £.

review of the above book which appeared in the "Frontier Magazine" and was authored "by

Don?idJieyer, Assqcjate^

"Rebel in Paradise" published by the University of Chicago Press,deals with a biogr.apKv^^

o^Jlmm^Qoldm^ a Russian immigrant who was later deported by the Federal Govern- ^
ment for anarchist activities. In this connection, Meyer in his review stated "They finally j

|got her out/ in 1919, withj^
HBivjflion., headed fr^aT^ J. Ej^ar^ Afte^ that, '

bad toRussT£~"~ • .

— — ~ — — -• p— !

[INFORMATION IN BUFILES:

Bufiles contain no information which can be identified with Donald Meyer
)

Associate Professor of History at University of California at Los Angeles. /Bufiles contain^

no reference to the book, "Rebel in Paradise, " but Bufiles contain numerous references ;to\

its author >-i Richard Drinnon. .:

. i ; ;
.

'

1

. : :. &
';;;^'

;:

;\

;

v:1':'
;

r''The ""San Francisco News-Call Bulletin" on 2/1/61 published an article

entitled nUC Moves to Drop Liberal Professor" which stated that Richard T. Brinnbn, age<

36,-';:Assi§taht ,:Professor of History, University of California, Berkeley, California, had

his contract cancelled on the grounds that he neglected scholarly research as a faculty

member and never had any of his works published. -— :
- ~~ "

:

"'V" 8

The article went on to state that Drinnon was a faculty member who had S
been associated with numerous controversial campus causes in recent years. He is a f|
critic of the House Un-American Activities Committee and the campus advisor to "Slate, tr

g|
a stu.dent political group from which the University has withdrawn recognition, and ®
permission to operate on the campus. ~ , ^"y
.-.

;

•

.

"
I G>*- "y^XS ^.

l
'

x -
; The article advised that Drinnon stated that fotSo^jfei^|J^*shers are

[considering publishing a book on which he has been doing reK&ittft $i£?$$^8, which is a

holography of Emma Goldman, a Russian-born anarchist who was-depoi?tea-fra^4he United

States after World/Wax^
f>

—^ m ..r^

» MAR 13 1&62 *

^

v
(Continued on page 2)
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Jones to BeLoach Memorandum
. . .

RE: RICHARD BRINNON

Bufiles also revealed that Richard Tweed Brinnon was born 1/4/25 at

| Portland, Oregon, was an instructor of history at the University of California and has not

been investigated by the FBI.

. Bufiles reveal that on 2/14/58 a debate on the subject "Is Russia a
|Soc3 dist Society?" was held at the University of California under the sponsorship of the

Young Socialist League (YSL), which debate was moderated by Drinnon. The YSL, now
defunct, was the youth affiliate of the Independent Socialist League, also defunct, and
was cited by the Attorney General until 7/18/58.

In 1953 the Department requested a name check concerning Drinnon, a
doctoral candidate at the University of Minnesota, who was writing a dissertation and

| wished to review anarchist and subversive literature seized by the Government during

World War I. The Department was advised that Bufiles contained no identifiable informa-
tion concerning Drinnon.

In May, 1960, it was reported that a protest signed by nearly 300 University

of California faculty members, including Richard Brinnon, attacked the work of the House
Committee on Un-American Activities as "insidious and harmful.

"

f

r Bufiles reveal that we initiated an Internal Security Investigation of "Frontier

'Magazine™
E

in 1954, but no information was developed indicating Communist Party member-
Jship of any of its staff members. Several issues. of. this magazine-have made very

dirc jatory,references to the FBI; *

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.

-U 1 " *>' v.

'he ^hpen£*nt Sertoli st he turn.*, a]'so e*pfo: z'\



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
5010-104-01

UNITED STATES GO^RNMENT

Memorandum
: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) date: March x4; 1962

from : LEGAT, LONDON (62-255) (RUC)

subject: ^FOUNDATIONS OF MARXIST PHILOSOPHY"
/r}l ^prepared by F1-taIJi:ONSTANTINOV, etal

^BOOK REVIEWS-

Remylet dated July 29, I960. ^ ,

Since submission of referenced letter, this office
has periodically discreetly contacted book shops in an effort
to determine if an English version of this publication was to
appear. For many months, those persons contacted indicated
that a Russian version is available and that an English edition
would be available • However, during recent contacts with
established foreign booksellers, it was learned that they do
not feow believe that. an English version will be printed.

Accordingly, this matter is being brought to the
Bureau's attention for information, it being noted a Russian
version is available.

UACB,
No further action will be taken regarding this matter

k Bureau (l Foreign Liaison
1 London

ACM: col
(5)

- sent direct)

5 3m 26

-A*
* r v.;

I7-4L gtf



J 5-103 (RShF.-l-26r.fi 2) i §
March 27, 1962

Title of Book

f!^lso^I^M^4SS,IW^2MIEM^: A 0ALM review of the
HOUSE COMMITTEE, ON Ujl-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES 11

Author

o
Book Reviews (62-46855)

Central Research Section

, WILLIAM F.^BUCKLEY
5

JR.

This book has come to the attention of the Central Research Section. Without review, a spot

check indicates the book relates, or may relate to the responsibilities of the following Section and/or

Divisions. (See "Nature of Book" at bottom of page.)

(PLEASE INITIAL in the appropriate box, and return promptly to the Central Research
Section, Room 639, Riddell Building.)

ROUTING

| |

Domestic Intelligence Division, R. B.

| 1
CentraL^Research

| |
Espionage

^GEzf^nternal Security/

PI Liaison

| |

Nationalities Intelligence

I |
Subversive Control

| |
Identification Division, I. B.

I |
Training & Inspection Division, J. B.

n
| |

Administrative Division, J. B.

| |
Files & Communications Division, J. B.

| |
General Investigative Division, J. B.

I |
Laboratory Division, J. B.

OBTAIN BOOK
FOR REVIEW

a

BOOK REVIEW NOT
REQUIRED BY THIS
SECTION OR DIVISION

r

| |
Crime Records Division,

HO APR 6 1962
| |

Special Investigative Division, J. B.

Nature o See attached*
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The most sensational ses-

,

sions of the House
\ Un-American Activities

j
Committee concerned f

i the Hiss case. Here i

! Whittaker Chambers

I

right | and! Alger Hiss <

left) confront one an-
i other before the Com-
!. mittee, August, 1948.
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Belmont _
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McGuire .

Rosen
Tamm
Trotter _
W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _
Ingram

Gandy-

American Activities" of

the House ef Representa-

tives* for years a matter of

controversy, is a subject of

a new book, '^e Commit-

tee and Its CrfficsrA Calm

Review^

tmte^rbf William

Buckjey Jr. and the editors

of National Review^lP 11 *-

;

,l

nGtft«> $4.95). OmnrpSge
appear -wo appraisals of the

book: one is by Rep. Samuel

S. Stratton, Democrat from

New York, who has beer.,

sympathetic to the Commit^
tee; the other by Rep.

Thomas Ludlow Ashley,

. Democrat from Ohio, who
among W* mm.*.

The Washington Post and

Times Herald

The Washington Daily News

The Evening Star

New York Herald Tribune

New York Journal-American

New York Mirror

New York Daily News

New York Post

The New York Times

The Worker :

The New Leader

The Wall Street Journal
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Sy SAMUEL S. STRATTON

FEW aspects of the work o|

Congress have evoked

mor.2 interest— or aroused

|

stronger emotional reactions—

(than the Committee on Un-

l

American Activities of the

{House of Representatives. And
Ifew are probably less subject

ito. purely logical treatment,

either pro or con. Yet despite"

all the attacks made on the^

Committee, Congress has re-

Lpentedly renewed its mandate,

'which suggests that for both the

i people of the United States and
I their elected representatives,

there must be something to be

said for tho Committee's work.

To detail the case for the

House Committee on Un-Amer-"

iican Activities is the task to

i
which William F. Buckley Jr.^

editor of National Review an<£tf

Ipne of the more articulated

spokesmen of the extreme//

Right, and his associates havfl

set themselves. _ _

\y\ Tn gimh circumstances,

Stated simply, the argument

t
is this: _ ~*

(1) Congress has tradition-

ally had the right to inform it-

self and the American people

about any events or develop-

,
ments of concern to the nation.

This "informing function," car-

ried out by means of Congres-.

sional investigations, is rooted'

deeply in our history, and its

"pedigree "boasts endorsements
from such* liberals as Woodrow
Wilson and Hugo Black (James

! Burnham's chapter on Congres-
sional investigations is clearly

the best part of this book
(2) In the '*war called peace'*

' which international communism
has thrust on the non-Commu-
nist world, one of the major
weapons in the Communist
arsenal is political subversion,

the attack "from within, the

struggle for the minds and
even more -for the wills of free

*Y,^„ jjgfl women. The presi

? of such activated in the West
, ern World has been demon-
, strated by evenzk like the Gou

J
zenko spy case |n Canada, ancs the Rosenberg and Hiss case!
here.

Congress has a clear obligation

to inform itself and the Amer-
ican people about the extent

of any attempted subversion,

and take whatever steps may
be required to protect the Re-

public. Basically, this is the

function of the House Commit-
j

tee on Un-American Activities,

as it is of the Subcommittee

on Internal Security in the ,

Senate. It is a different .func-

tion, it should be noted, from

that of actually apprehending

Soviet operatives, which falls

within the province of such po-

lice agencies asL-thg. F. B. I.

Now, most criticisms of the

Committee's work have been di-
|

rected less at the elements of

this underlying syllogism than

at the more complex related

question of just how far any

democracy can go in protecting

itself against .political subver-
|

sion—an area that touches so

closely on opinions and beliefs

—without undermining our

basic principles of free speech

and individual liberty. Surely

Congress has no right to per-

secute individual persons for

merely holding unorthodox

views, however unpopular, or to

try to impose any kind of in-

tellectual conformity on Amer-
ica

Admittedly, as the Com-
-mittee's, own experience has

shown, it is not always easy to

draw this nice line between, to

use Mr. Buckley's phrase,

"heresy and conspiracy." For

lis reason some have concluded

that such a committee cannot

properly function at all in a

democratic system, and have

urged its abolition. But others,

and this includes the overwhelm-

ing majority of members of the

House, believe that democracy

not only can but must defend

itself, that a proper spotlight

"35 public opinion is one key

{
weapon of the defense, and that

> while mistakes have undoubt-

edly been made by the Com-
mittee in the past, the answer

is not to abolish it but rather to

work to perfect its procedures

^so that it Can peri6rm its as-

Tolson

Mohr

iiyf

signment without harm to in-

\ddiial__freedom of eynrpssfon,

Mr. Buckley sides of course

with this latter group. Though*
he and his associates, as might
be expected, expend relatively

little time or emotion

discussing the ramifications of

this key problem, he does at

least acknowledge its existence I

and challenges the academic
j

community, which has been par-

ticularly critical of_the Com-
mittee, to come up with some
new ideas for helping the Com-
mittee move safely through -

these difficult and largely un-

charted waters.
In fact, Mr. Buckley even

r

offers a couple of suggestions?

of his own in this field, per-

haps in response to the views!

of some of the Committee's
J

more persistent critics. . For one p

thing, he recommends abandon-
ment of the word "un-Amer-
ican" in the Committee's name.
And secondly, he supports sim-

ilar investigation into move-
ments on the Radical Right

which might threaten "explo-

sive internal crisis," a course

that could align -him with those

who have lately been suggesting

that the Committee might look*

into subversive influence in
I

such organizations as the John]
Birch Society or the Minute-

{

menr- ^ —
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Bv THOMAS LUDLOW AWI g\ HQ, gravely threatened, jag!

WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY Jr.,

principal author of this

> series qf essays on the House
i Un-American Activities Com-
;
mittee, was also the main con-

tributor to a work entitled

"McCarthy and His Enemies,"
:
which appeared in 1954. The gap

i

between the two books, if one
exists, has been largely filled

by a journal called National Re-
view, with which most of the

contributors to "The Committee
and Its Critics" are associated. ,

In all essential respects the

two Buckley books are identi-

cal. The same adroit techniques

used to vindicate McCarthy are

put to work in defense of the

Committee. In each instance the
authors strike a pose of critical

detachment "as tKey undertake

to review the record and per-

formance of their subject. In

each instance the verdict has al-

ready been reached, however,
* which explains the authors' per-

sistent practice of treating evi-

dence as proof and assuming
: fie truth of charges that they*

re pretending to test.

It becomes clear that the

^iaiuckley method .seeks to justi-

fy more than McCarthy and
the House Un-American Activ-

ities Committee. Its real purpose

:
is to establish a political philos-

ophy for our time which accepts
authoritarianism as the only

means of surviving "in a world
in which things like Commu-

,
nists and atom bombs exist."

This is a dogma which the
j House Un-American Activities

Committee itself has been un-

willing to articulate and use of
1

the Committee as a vehicle for
1

its promotion will, I suspect, be
greeted even by this group with
something less than enthusi-

asm, -ss — >

Mr. Buckley's thesis, set forth

in the lead chapter, is that "the

distinction between the^internal

and the, external threat is un-

real: that the scope of the Com-
munist effort transcends the

: conventional boundaries, and

;

| that therefore the conventional

Vocabulary is anachronistic." If

t one is led to wonder whether the

^author considers the Bill of/

Rights to be anachronistic, the

doubt is sooii dispelled. "ThD
tragedy," he tells us. "ia-thaf-at.

(his iiiuiiient, when the State is

ourselves frozen in inaction by
lofty and other worldly pro-

nouncements/* and he goes on to

propose that "if the Constitution

is not, as presently understood,

resilient enough to cope with
the contemporary requirements
of survival, then the Constitu-
tion should be modified, as it

has been before."
—~ C5? ==s"

In a concesssion which turns I

out to mean very little, Mr.

!

Buckley admits that there is

^jjeason to doubt the competence
of the House Un-American Ac-
tivities Committee to determine
what-is and what-isn't un-
American, and that perhaps this

investigative body doesn't fall*

within the >raditi£>nal pattern
of a Congressional Committee.
This puts him at odds with
James Burnham who argues in

his chapter, "The Investigating

Power of Congress," that the
, Committee really has done
i

nothing essentially different

from hundreds of other commit-
tees and inquisitorial bodies

which he appropriately traces
from medieval England to the
present.

(VIR BURNHAM, however,
tries to prove too much: i.e.,

that the autonomy of Congress
to investigate anything, any-
where is completely unlimited.

This remarkable conclusion sup-

ports the essential creed which
the book seefts to establish, 'But

to the best of my knowledge it

i has few proponents in the

House or Senate, and it is to-
* tally contrary to Supreme Court
decisions on the precise issue.

I

' vviumoore Kendall's contrrou-

iion seeks to define subversion
in the twentieth century in

terms which vindicate the ac-

tivities of the Committee and
the further incursions against

individual freedoms which the
aufESrs^ointly demani^8

jifr . Mtnthod, follow

Buckley's lead, is to lump to-

gether the internal and exter-

nal threat of communism into a
\

single subversive package, i

Against this total threat, the 1

book contends, our free society :

:

must become less free if it is to
remain free at all. Suffice it to <

say that Mr. Kendall has ex- }

-panded greatly upon the con-
cept of the kind of clear and
present danger which tradition-

ally has been required to justify

curtailment of American civil j

All of the authors take a pass
at the Committee's critics, but
William P. Rickenbacker per-

forms noblest service to the
causer He -has a shinynew label

for every category of dissenter

and to all but a tiny band of the

opposition (the "Purist Minori-

ty") he ascribes, as Buckley did

to the enemies of McCarthy, dis-

tortion and falsehood having
their origin in the Communist
party. ,

'"' -
This finding has no more

plausible foundation than ear-

lier conclusions, but all are es-

sential to the book's purpose.

For it is upon them that Mr,

Buckley and his followers rely

in reaching their verdict that

America can no longer afford

the luxury of a free sotf&ty, —
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Re Philadelphia letter dated 12/27/61, Bureau letterV""
-

to Bostori/dated 1/8/&2 and Boston letter to Bureau dated *

2/19/62 ./

Enclosed Is one copy of the book entitled "Freedom,
Promise and Menace "by SCOTT NEARING which was obtained from *

Maine on March 20, 19b2.
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